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Preface
Industry needs for standardization education are the core theme of the ICES 2013 (International Cooperation 
on Education about Standardization) Conference, hosted by ETSI on 12-13 June 2013 and supported by CEN 
and CENELEC. The International Cooperation on Education about Standardization (ICES) is a network of 
individuals and organizations interested in education about standardization. ICES aims to promote education 
about standardization and improve its quality and attractiveness for all stakeholders.

The ICES 2013 Conference and the WSC Academic Day 2013 both give continuity to the ICES and WSC 
events organized in previous years: 2010 in Geneva (Switzerland), 2011 in Hangzhou (China) and 2012 in Bali 
(Indonesia).

Technological as well as business developments make standards indispensable. In order to benefit from 
standards, companies need proper knowledge about them and about their development. Standardization 
education should provide such knowledge, both for current business leaders and employees, and – via formal 
education – for future jobholders and citizens in industry and society. 

This conference provides the opportunity to learn from fellow participants from all over the world, from 
industry, universities, standards bodies and other interested stakeholders in standardization education.

Why Industry Should Care About Standards and Standardization?

In the development of new technologies, companies increasingly use open innovation: they involve parties 
outside their company in the research and development process. These technologies need business 
applications. They have to be bundled into commercial offers based on a business model, i.e. into products 
and  services. In this way, systems of interrelated components, products and services emerge, developed 
by a variety of organizations, then produced by another group of organizations, and delivered to different  
customers. So technologies, products and services get interrelated and the same applies to the organizations 
involved in design, production, distribution and use – supply chains and networks instead of vertically 
integrated single organizations. In such value chains, standards specify the interfaces between the elements 
of the system, and provide criteria for system elements as well as systems as a whole. Due to the shift of value 
creation from products to services, service standardization becomes more important, additional to technical 
standardization. A company’s competitive position depends on its ability to use standards. Companies being 
able also to influence the standards have a major competitive advantage.

What Does Industry Need From Education about Standardization?

Not all companies understand this essential role of standardization and reap the full benefits. This applies to 
SMEs but to bigger companies as well. Standardization education should provide the necessary awareness 
and knowledge. Therefore, the main target group for standardization education is industry: directly (in the 
case of post-formal education and training) or indirectly (preparing current students for their future role in 
industry). These industry needs form the main theme of the ICES 2013 conference: why does industry need 
standardization education and, next, which education exactly do they need. Additionally also the education 
needs of other stakeholders receive attention, including governments, consumers and NGOs. In a complex 
society in which everything is interrelated, the role of standards becomes more important for them as well.

Education as such is to a large extent a national activity. For that reason, the conference participants get the 
opportunity to share experiences in setting up national structures for standardization education and national 
strategies to implement them. Here the complementary responsibilities of industry and their associations, 
governments, national standards bodies and educational institutions are addressed. In turn, the national 
level can be supported by the regional level. Initiatives in Asia (Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation) and Europe 
(European Standardization Organizations and European Union) will be presented and discussed.
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Proceedings

Conference participants have been invited to submit papers related to the conference theme or more in 
general, to education and training about standardization. Most of the papers describe current initiatives 
on education about standardization in different parts of the world. We expect that this is informative for 
initiatives in other countries. The last paper, on standardization skills, has another character and reports 
about an important Japanese study about skills needed for standardization. Interestingly, this paper has the 
format of a standard. We are grateful to the authors for their efforts in writing and improving the papers and 
their willingness to share their insights.

The papers have been reviewed. We would like to thank our reviewers: Knut Blind, Donggeun Choi, Tineke 
Egyedi, Bruce Harding, Wilfried Hesser, Toshiaki Kurokawa, Erik Puskar, Mingshun Song, and Masami Tanaka. 
Their comments helped to improve the papers. Unfortunately, a few contributions had to be rejected. 

We have prepared the conference together with Donggeun Choi (KSA / ICES), Alessia Magliarditi (ITU), 
Sunghyun Park (KSA / ICES), Erik Puskar (NIST / ICES), Jacques Sheldon (IEC), and Reinhard Weissinger (ISO). 
We thank them for their support and co-operation.

We trust the conference and this set of papers help to further improve and extend education and training 
about standardization, for the benefit of business and society.

Hermann Brand (ETSI)

Henk de Vries (Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus University / ICES)
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Dr.-Ing. Albert Hövel 
Head of Technical Division 1 of DIN
Dr.-Ing. Mario Schacht
Managing Director of Beuth Verlag and DIN Software GmbH

Standardization in education 
- A building block for professional careers

(This article originally appeared in “DIN-Mitteilungen” 6/2013)

Summary
The acquisition of management skills during one’s studies is an important career building block that 
prepares students for a wide range of business demands. On the job, recent graduates come in contact with 
standardization and standards management in a variety of ways. Companies with a standards management 
system and who are strategically active in standardization expect entry-level staff to have extensive knowledge 
in this area. However, companies who are not involved in standards and standardization have much lower 
expectations, as they themselves are not yet aware of how standardization can help in achieving their business 
goals. This paper discusses different means of qualifying recent graduates and equipping them with the skills 
they need to deal with standards and standardization on the job, either to function within - and perhaps even 
improve and expand - an existing standards system, or to set up a new system within a company. 
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Standards on the job
Everyone knows what a standardized product is - such as A4-size paper. However, the full benefits of 
standardization, the fact that standards are developed on a voluntary basis according to the consensus 
principle, and the strategic importance of standards for businesses, the public sector and society as a whole 
is less known, or in some cases, completely unknown. Standardization is a strategic element for industry and 
society, facilitating trade in goods and services. Standards also help disseminate technical knowledge and 
innovations and place them on the market more quickly, thus enhancing the competitive ability of companies 
at national, European and international level. This also supports the integration of entire economic areas 
such as the Single European Market.

Applying standards in the innovation process also brings many advantages, for example by accelerating the 
transfer of R&D results into practice. This is important for all involved, because industry can amortize R&D 
costs early on, and users always have access to state-of-the-art technology. Standards and specifications 
also give companies investment security. However, the most significant benefit of standardization is creating 
markets for and opening up markets to innovations. This is particularly so for international standardization 
and provides small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) with an essential tool [1, 2]. 

Ideally, therefore, in professional practice a thorough knowledge of one’s subject should be supplemented by 
knowledge of how that subject is integrated into important interdisciplinary areas; this is essential for a clear 
understanding of actual company structures. Functions within specific areas of a company (e.g. in design, 
production, quality management, purchasing, logistics) are always embedded in several cross-disciplinary 
activities, the interrelation of which is, as a rule, highly complex. As is the case with the application of 
standards, strategic standardization begins long before, and continues long after, the product development 
process [3]. The initial training, motivation, qualification and interests of an entry-level staff member are 
decisive for the development of necessary cross-process skills. However, the way in which standardization 
and the use of standards influence processes is not sufficiently recognized and supported by most companies. 
This is an opportunity for young graduates to fill this gap and to develop this area in the company’s interest.

On today’s globalized markets products and services must not only fulfil their functions safely and cost-
effectively, they are also inextricably integrated into rationalization, compatibility, quality, safety and 
information networks. Knowledge of these structures and methods is a valuable additional qualification for 
every employee. The consensus-building process in standardization is especially interdisciplinary, and the 
diverse composition of standards committees and working groups, who have different objectives, requires a 
high level of social competence on the part of the experts participating. Thus, standardization is not only an 
instrument for increasing the competitive ability and marketability of products and services in all economic 
areas across the world, but also contributes to the development of technical and social skills and the extensive 
networking of all participants [4 – 8].

Standardization is an interdisciplinary task which - when actively pursued - leads to the streamlined 
management of a company while at the same time optimizing market access for its products or services. 
Furthermore, standardization is an important means of ensuring that products and services on the market fulfil 
all legal requirements regarding issues such as liability, CE marking, conformity declaration and compliance 
management. Although the application of standards is voluntary, their use becomes legally binding when 
they are part of a contractual agreement between parties, or if legislators stipulate conformity with them. It 
is therefore important for companies to obtain as early as possible information pertinent to their interests 
that could have an effect on their business processes, and to act accordingly. Business managers must act in 
compliance with the law and all legal provisions [9].

Various platforms such as DIN’s DITR database, the Perinorm standards management solution, Beuth Verlag’s 
“Standards Ticker” updating service, and numerous online portals provide users from all companies and all 
sectors with access to standards, helping them integrate standards into their own organizational processes 
[10, 11]. The relevance, application and implementation of standards depend on the specific requirements 
for the relevant sub-process. The economic relevance of applying standards for business purposes is often 
underestimated due to a lack of knowledge [12]. In this matter there is clearly a need for increasing awareness, 
improving training opportunities, and promotional work [13].

Such an increased awareness is thus clearly needed in the area of academia and training, and knowledge of 
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the impact of standards and participation in standardization must be disseminated. This requires the broad 
support of a large number of professors at all universities. 
 
Standardization and education
According to a survey of university and college professors - to whom relevant course materials were sent - 
there is a general interest in including standards and standardization in academic curricula. Some of their 
responses were as follows:

(From the cover letter sent with the survey from 2010): “Future engineers will have to deal with 
standardization and European legislation in their work; these subjects are not always sufficiently dealt 
with in academic curricula. Also, few are truly aware of the relationship between standardization and 
innovation. Standardization, law and the use of standards are only dealt with when the professor is active 
in standardization (and this cannot be said for many). It is well known that many academic institutions have 
access to standards (via digital repositories such as the standards database “Perinorm”), but most students 
do not know when and how a document should or must be used. ... I urge you to incorporate this important 
topic in your lectures, for these days it cannot be considered by industry as only a “side” issue. Because of 
their international and legal significance, standards and their use have become top priority for management.

Some responses:
• “... I have received the course materials, can certainly use them and will do so.”
• “....first, thank you very much for your initiative, which I consider as being truly necessary. Why? In a few 

words:  product conformity.” 
• “.... many thanks for your information ... I fully agree! I will use these materials in my lectures on design 

engineering.”
• “... the attached course materials can be used in the course on design engineering and can replace the 

few slides we have ... we plan to modify 1-2 courses accordingly.”
• “... There is indeed a need for action and I will incorporate this important information in my lectures.”
• “... I agree that this subject does not receive enough attention in education and will definitely address the 

subject ... more often.”
• “...Directives which play a crucial role in medical technology (medical devices legislation, EU Directives) 

describe to a large extent procedures and methods. However, in my lectures on machine elements I have 
not sufficiently dealt with standards until now.”

• “...The presentation [course materials] is now on our server and I will encourage my colleagues who lead 
our six groups of first-semester students to use them.”

Although we welcome these positive reactions, there is still no indication that standardization is being 
integrated across the board into the curricula of all institutions of higher learning. As can be seen in Figure 1 
there are still many “blank spots” on the map.

DIN introduces students to standardization in guest lectures held by top-level staff from the DIN Group as 
part of regular courses on various subjects. Lecturers come from all areas covered by the 70 DIN Standards 
Committees (see www.normung.din.de). Some professors, such as Prof Müller of the Institute of Mechanical 
Engineering at the Clausthal University of Technology (CUT), integrate standardization into their courses. 
Dr Hartlieb, a former Division Head at DIN, also teaches a more in-depth course on standardization at the 
Clausthal University dealing with standardization as an instrument for increasing competitive ability and 
marketability. This course has been offered from the 2004/2005 winter semester (WS) and is compulsory for 
business students and an elective for students of all other subjects. The course, which concludes with an oral 
exam, is held every semester as an advanced course. 

www.normung.din.de
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Figure 1: Standardization courses in Germany [14] 

Furthermore, Dr Thies of the DKE (German Commission for Electrical, Electronic and Information Technologies 
of DIN and VDE) holds a course at the RWTH Aachen University on safety measures and safety equipment 
in electrical networks and installations. Dr Dreger - likewise from the DKE – lectures on electrotechnical 
standardization at the TU Darmstadt.

“Strategic standardization” at the TU Berlin
Motivation 
Up to now, the broad spectrum of ways to participate in standardization and for applying standards as 
described above has not been dealt with very systematically in academic curricula. But because it is 
so strategically important for industry and society as a whole, standardization is of interest to students, 
particularly management and engineering students [15]. 

Course objectives 
Students attending the course learn how national, European and international standards are developed and 
about the role of the stakeholders in standardization. They learn how standards promote deregulation, particularly 
the relationship between harmonized European Standards and EU Directives as prerequisites for CE marking. The 
differences between standards and patents are clarified, as is their role as instruments for bringing technological 
innovations to the market. Furthermore, students learn methods for determining the macro- and micro-economic 
benefits of standardization. Through numerous practical examples - and through practical experience gained 
in the associated tutorial - this course provides students with a thorough understanding of the interdisciplinary 
interaction between legislation and technology, and shows how they can be used not only to strive towards a 
higher quality of life, a more efficient use of resources, greater equipment and product safety, but also to protect 
the environment. Through this course students gain skills that will not only provide a good foundation for their 
work in companies and corporate decision-making, but can also be used in academic research.
Attention has been given to standardization especially in courses at the Technical University of Berlin (TU Berlin), 
in most cases with the involvement of DIN staff. Currently, the “Strategic standardization” course is being offered 
with the participation of many experts in standardization, including DIN staff members. Held for the ninth 
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time in a row, this course has always been well attended, with more than 40 students enrolling per semester 
(Figure 2). One decisive factor for the success of this course is the large number of guest lectures by specialists 
from industry, research, the public sector and other organizations involved in standardization who illustrate 
the principles taught in the course by providing practical examples. The extremely practical tutorial includes 
participation in standards work at DIN and related events. Thus, students not only gain theoretical knowledge 
relevant to standardization, but practical experience as well by observing the consensus-building process first 
hand. Students attend meetings of DIN’s working bodies that develop documents at national, European and 
international level, as well as workshops, seminars and DIN Conferences. Upon successful completion of the 
final exam the “DIN Standardization Expert - Module I Principles of standards work” certificate is awarded.

Figure 2: Number of students attending the “Strategic standardization” course 
Once a year this course is also offered in English as part of the TU Berlin’s “GPE – Global Production Engineering” 
study course. This enhances awareness among German students of the global relevance of this topic, while 
at the same time introducing standardization to foreign students as well.

The course is made up of 9 modules

1. Introduction to the significance of standardization as a strategic instrument 
This module gives an overview of the development, significance and content of standards and specifications 
in a variety of areas. The organizational structure of DIN, the principles of standardization, and a general 
overview of the following modules are covered. The role of public and private organizations and the 
deregulatory nature of standardization are emphasized.

2. The standardization process and participation in this process
Beginning with a description of the different types of standard and their characteristics, this module goes 
on to discuss the development and benefits of standards and specifications in general, as well as means of 
participation in standardization at national level.

3. International and European standardization
The aims and advantages of European standardization, and its role within the European legal framework, such 
as the New Approach, are clearly described here. Further, the structures of the European and international 
standards bodies are described, and the role of the national standards bodies in the development of European 
and international standards is illustrated.
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4. Product conformity and CE marking
This module gives an overview of the procedures within a company for ensuring product conformity, including 
the role of CE marking. The manufacturer’s obligations and liabilities are discussed in detail, giving practical 
examples of product conformity, organizational requirements, and responsibilities within a company.

5. Standardization as a means of deregulation and contract security
How standards help deregulation is illustrated by showing the role of technical standards within the legal 
framework in general and in European legislation in particular. The module concludes with a description of 
how standards are used as a contractual basis and of their relationship to - and differences from - patents.

6. Standardization as a means of giving detail to general protection targets (e.g. environmental 
protection, occupational health and safety)
Technical legislation such as laws, regulations, and directives, and the use of technical rules such as DIN, DIN 
EN and ISO Standards, and VDI Guidelines for decision-making and as sources of information are covered. 
This module shows how standards give detail to public sector protection targets in areas such as occupational 
health and safety. A focus is placed on social responsibility for organizations as described in DIN ISO 26000.

7. Standardization in research and development: Innovation with norms and standards
The role of standards and specifications in the R&D process is illustrated by means of examples. The need for 
standardization in innovative fields is discussed, and relevant national and European funding programmes 
and projects are described.

8. Standardization as a strategic instrument
This module describes the German Standardization Strategy, its incorporation into the standardization 
strategies of industry associations, and its integration into the “Standardization Policy Concept” of the German 
Federal Government. Its close connection with standardization strategies at European and international level 
is also described. Furthermore, the relationship between standards and patents is explained, as are strategic 
possibilities for using both of these instruments of technology transfer.

9. Economic benefits of standardization and benefits for business 
Here, the economic benefits of standardization are illustrated by means of numerous examples. For the purposes 
of this module, standards are categorized according to the types of benefit they bring, and examples are given 
of the different tools used at national and international level for evaluating the benefits of standardization.

In addition to guest lectures at colleges and universities and the course “Strategic Standar-dization”, students 
are also invited to informative events held at DIN on various topics of interest. At DIN they are also introduced 
to the very modern working conditions for DIN’s more than 150 project managers.
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Introducing students to the world of standardization 
DIN’s “studiFORUM” series of events unites innovative and business-oriented topics with the benefits of 
standardization, and is aimed at students and recent graduates in all areas of study. During these events 
students attend practically-oriented lectures, discussions and workshops, and exchange ideas on many 
topics, coming together with top business experts and DIN staff in a relaxed atmosphere.

The first studiFORUM event, dealing with electromobility, was held in May 2011. It met with great success 
from the very beginning, gaining attention not only from students but from industry as well. So far there have 
been six events in the studiFORUM series (Figure 3):

 Figure 3: Number of participants in studiFORUM events 

At the six studiFORUM events more than 350 students discussed their questions with experts and made 
personal contacts. Top industry gained an increased awareness of standards and standardization and could 
be recruited for participation in standards work. By using practical examples to illustrate the benefits of 
standardization, the studiFORUM series helps increase a positive awareness of DIN and its work among this 
young target group. Furthermore, over 100 students have subscribed to our studiFORUM newsletter and have 
thus remained in contact with DIN. studiFORUM has received a positive response from students and industry 
representatives alike and provides a platform for conveying the benefits of standardization to students as 
well as lecturers. For more information visit the studiFORUM facebook page or www.studiforum.din.de.

 

www.studiforum.din.de
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Conclusion
A number of initiatives are encouraging the integration of standardization into curricula. There are many 
reasons why academics and researchers should incorporate innovative topics into standardization, such as:

• Exchanging knowledge with national and international researchers 
• Expanding one’s own network to European and international level
• Incorporating one’s own research findings into future standards
• Exchanging information with industry representatives, manufacturers, users, and the public sector in 

order to identify research priorities
• Promulgating one’s own research activities among potential clients in the public  and private sectors, as 

these take part in standards work
• Using standards work as a source of information on new research being carried out
• Gaining access to funding programmes and applying for funds 
• Enhancing one’s reputation by participating in national, European and international standards bodies

The Deutscher Förderverein zur Stärkung der Forschung zur Normung und Standardisierung e.V. (FNS) 
(German Society for the Promotion of Research on Standardization) provides a wide network of contacts 
who implement the results of standardization [16]. Standards and standardization are also covered in detail 
in some standard textbooks and reference works, such as [3, 17, 18].

In 2017 DIN will celebrate its 100th anniversary, evidence of the success of our work. At national, European 
and international level DIN has always successfully met new challenges, advancing the interests of German 
industry. The continual emergence of new areas means there is a recurring need for new standards and 
specifications. German industry makes good use of DIN’s services - and DIN itself employs qualified young 
graduates and experienced experts [19].

To make its exceptional services well known to economic operators and business leaders of the future, 
DIN needs to make contact early on in their professional careers. The efficient structures of international 
standardization - and DIN’s leading role in the international arena, even in the development of non-formal 
standards - are being effectively disseminated among students through DIN’s activities. However, more 
support is needed from professors so that the number of lecturers who include standards and standardization 
in their teaching will increase.

Bibliography 

Recommended literature

An introduction to standardization does not necessarily have to be heavily theoretical, as is shown in the 
following German-language publications which give a brief, easily understood overview of the subject. These 
publications are particularly addressed to SMEs as this group has expressed a particular need for more easy-
to-understand information on standards and their use. 

Kleines 1x1 der Normung – Ein praxisorientierter Leitfaden für KMU [20]:
(Introduction to standardization - A practical guide for SMEs)
This brief guide explains the basic terms and procedures relating to standardization, especially as regards 
the participation of SMEs. A focus is placed on encouraging the involvement of industry associations and 
chambers of trade and commerce, with the aim of getting small businesses more active in standardization.

Normung und Standardisierung – Grundlagen [21]:
(Principles of standardization)
Intended as a reference work and textbook, this title describes how standards are developed at national, 
European and international level and how to participate in this work. The connection between standards and 
statutory provisions such as laws, regulations and EU Directives, and the deregulatory effect of standards, 
are dealt with in detail. The use of standards in contracts, liability issues and other routine legal business are 
also addressed. The book also illustrates how innovation and standards do not contradict, but effectively 
complement, one another.

Normen richtig lesen und anwenden – Erläuterung anhand von Beispielen [22]:
(Correct interpretation and application of standards, with examples) 
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This compact book gives standards users guidelines for correctly selecting, applying and understanding 
standards, avoiding misinterpretations. The different types of standard and their structures are systematically 
described using examples. Elements such as amendments, patent statements, normative references, annexes 
etc. and their relevance are explained.

Umgang mit Normung und Normen – Broschüre mit Handlungsempfehlungen und Umsetzungsbeispielen 
[13]:
(Standardization and standards - Recommendations and implementation examples)
This study discusses how the needs of SMEs can be taken into consideration in the development of a standard. 
The rules of procedure and principles of standards work are examined in light of the needs of small business. 
How SMEs apply standards, and under which conditions this application can be improved, are also addressed.

Produktkonformität und CE-Kennzeichnung - Wer ist im Unternehmen verantwortlich? [9]:
(Product conformity and CE marking - Who is responsible in your company?)
This title from Beuth Verlag’s “Pocket” book series clarifies who is responsible in a company for conformity 
declaration and CE marking, specifically the responsibilities of management, sales departments and product 
developers. Case examples are given illustrating these responsibilities. Being practically oriented, this book is 
ideal for use in lectures and seminars on the subject.

Further information is available for free via the Internet; see the list of cited literature. In some cases, the 
websites are also available in English.
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Abstract

For governments it is advantageous to have industry comply with standards because it means better quality 
for the products, more protection for the health and safety of the citizens and for the environment, as well 
as more competitive companies. The Division of Overcoming Technical Barriers to Trade of the National 
Institute of Metrology, Quality and Technology (Inmetro) of Brazil performs many activities of support for 
industry including education on standards. This paper presents these activities.

Key words: Education on Standards, Competitiveness, Government, Industry, Inmetro, Agreement on 
Technical Barriers to Trade of the World Trade Organization.

1. Introduction

The National Institute of Metrology, Quality and Technology (Inmetro) is a public entity of Brazil responsible 
for working in four main areas: Scientific and Industrial Metrology, Legal Metrology, Conformity Assessment, 
and Accreditation. In addition to those activities, Inmetro is also the Brazilian Enquiry Point for the Agreement 
on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) of the World Trade Organization (WTO).

According to the Agreement, the Enquiry Point is the national center of reference for technical requirements. 
This means that when a foreign company, for example, wants to export to a specific market, it can contact the 
WTO TBT Enquiry Point of the country and ask for information on the technical requirements of the country 
for its product, at no charge.

The Brazilian WTO TBT Enquiry Point, like some other congener institutions in other countries, develops other 
activities that go beyond supporting industry in matters related to technical requirements in international 
trade. Many of these other activities are based on education and training, for industry and in cooperation 
with foreign WTO TBT Enquiry Points.

2. The National Institute of Metrology, Quality and Technology–Inmetro

Brazil has a national system of quality called Sinmetro in which the main entity is Conmetro (National Council 
of Metrology, Standardization and Industrial Quality) composed of public and private entities and responsible 
for formulating and supervising the national policy of metrology, industrial standardization and quality 
certification of industrial products .

Inmetro was founded in 1973 to be the central executive entity of this system. As part of the Brazilian public 
structure, Inmetro is bound to the Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade. It is the national 
institution for industrial, scientific and legal metrology as well as the national accreditation body. It is also 
the institution in charge of residual technical regulation, which means it is in charge of issuing technical 
regulation on products, processes and services not regulated by any other national regulatory agency.

As Inmetro has expertise in dealing with so many issues related to technical requirements, it was chosen 
to be the Brazilian Enquiry Point for the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) of the World Trade 
Organization (WTO).
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3. The WTO TBT Enquiry Point

The Brazilian WTO TBT is operated by the Division of Overcoming Technical Barriers (Disbt) placed in the 
General Coordination for International Affairs (Caint) of Inmetro.

According to the WTO TBT Agreement, member countries must avoid the use of technical regulations (TR) and 
conformity assessment procedures (CAP) that create unnecessary obstacles to international trade. Member 
countries must also use the relevant international standards as a basis for their national TRs and CAPs.

In order to promote transparency and facilitate trade, member countries must “notify”, which means sending 
to the WTO every new technical requirement issued in the country that is not in accordance with international 
standards and may have a significant effect on trade with other members .

The Agreement also states that each member country shall ensure that an enquiry point exists which is able 
to answer all reasonable enquiries from other member countries and interested parties therein as well as 
provide the relevant documents regarding the technical requirements in force in the country .

4. Activities Developed by the Brazilian WTO TBT Enquiry Point on Standards Education for 
Industry

The Brazilian WTO TBT Enquiry Point believes it is important to promote a culture of standardization in 
industry. With this aim in mind, it develops many activities and services to support the increase in technology 
in industry and society in general, fostering and facilitating the information and knowledge on standards and 
technical requirements in order to have products with better quality and industry with more competitiveness.

Performing the activities of the national WTO TBT Enquiry Point, the Division of Overcoming Technical 
Barriers (Disbt) of Inmetro answers enquiries about the Brazilian technical requirements sent by foreign 
Enquiry Points, companies and other interested entities as well as notifies the WTO about the new technical 
regulations and conformity assessment procedures issued by the Brazilian regulatory agencies.

In addition to those activities, Disbt also develops many initiatives to support industry, of which education on 
standards is one of the main ones. The  education on standards initiative, or more specifically on technical 
barriers to international trade, has been run for the last few years by Disbt, which believes that it is an 
essential activity for helping (through the supply of information) domestic industries to overcome technical 
barriers to exports, and as a consequence help them to increase their competitiveness.

This initiative is being performed by Disbt staff because it is believed that the technicians of this Division are 
the ones inside the institute with the most knowledge on the subject of technical barriers to trade. Their 
abilities, gained through training, have been developed “by doing”, watching and teaching in practice.

The Disbt staff, which is composed of 6 technicians (3 engineers, 2 lawyers and 1 analyst of international 
relations), provides many training courses all over the country on the standards and technical requirements 
in international trade. The majority of those training courses are developed in partnership with other public 
and private entities that work with exports promotion in Brazil.

4.1. Education Initiatives on Overcoming Technical Barriers to Trade

In recent years, most of the training courses have been developed under the projects of two institutions: 
the Brazilian Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade (MDIC) and the Agency of Trade and 
Investment Promotion of Brazil (Apex).

In 2012, for example, Disbt created 12 training courses through projects of Apex-Brasil in various states within 
the country. The majority of these training courses were developed under a project called PEIEX whose 
objective is to improve the competitiveness of Brazilian companies by providing them with free consulting. 
The project is organized through centers placed in many Brazilian States whereby local Universities contract 
private consultants to apply the methodology developed by Apex in the companies. Other projects include: 
Oficinas de Competitividade (Competitiveness Workshops) and Oficinas de Sustentabilidade (Sustainability 
Workshops).

With regard to MDIC projects, two must be highlighted: Encomex (National Meeting of Foreign Trade) and 
PNCE (National Plan of Exporting Culture). It is forecasted that the technicians of Disbt will provide 20 training 
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courses under these two projects in 2013.

The audiences of the courses (Apex, MDIC and so forth) consist of representatives from companies, industry 
associations, private consultants and students. The courses were developed to provide these participants with  
a basic understanding of Standards, Metrology, Technical Regulation, Conformity Assessment, Accreditation 
and, especially, Technical Barriers to Trade. The training courses usually last between 2 and 8 hours, tailored 
according to each institution’s interests. 

At the beginning of each training course, the trainer (Disbt staff) asks the participants about their current and 
previous experiences in those aforementioned fields. This information is used to tailor the training course to 
that particular audience and, more importantly, for collecting practical cases of their experiences in dealing 
with these issues. This type of questioning and case presentations are done throughout the entire course. 
There is a presentation that was developed and is used in all the training courses. It allows the standardization 
of all training courses. 

Following this induction, the first session of the training course  focuses on Metrology, presenting the main 
concepts of Scientific, Industrial and Legal Metrology and its practical applications for industry, trade and 
consumers as well as the Brazilian metrological system and the main trends in this field. Practical examples of 
the importance of metrology are given and how companies can access the national metrological infrastructure 
is explained.

The second session of each training course focuses on Standardization, Technical Regulation, Conformity 
Assessment and Accreditation. Among the topics, are the following: what a standard is, why standards are 
important, examples of relevant standards, reasons for using standards and the importance of standards in 
business. The levels of standardization (international, regional, national, associations and companies), the 
processes of standards development and how the companies can participate in them are also presented.

The second session then continues on with a discussion about technical regulations, giving examples, and 
talking about concepts, the reasons for regulating, the selection of products, processes and services to be 
regulated, the differences between standards and technical regulations, how the technical regulations are 
developed and how the companies can participate in this process. The audience is trained in how to look for 
the existing standards and technical regulations about their products and is shown a detailed analysis of one 
technical regulation and assessment conformity procedure. 

Following all this is a discussion on Conformity Assessment, its types, schemes, and models as well as how 
a conformity assessment is developed, some examples and a practical exercise with a step-by-step process 
for getting a product certified.

The last part of the second session is about Accreditation, its concepts, systems, modalities, laboratories, 
certification bodies, and inspection bodies, as well as how to find an accredited entity, followed up with a 
practical exercise.

The third session is quicker, having the only objective of presenting Quality Management—its concepts, 
development over time, principles and main tools—and explaining its importance for companies as a factor 
of competitiveness.

The last session (the main one), talks about Technical Barriers to Exports, giving an overview of the international 
regulations for this area (the WTO TBT Agreement), the main reasons for and principles of the Agreement, its 
impact on trade, examples of technical barriers to exports, the system of notifications and Enquiry Points, the 
international panorama of technical barriers, the industry sectors with the highest numbers of notifications, 
how to access information on technical barriers, the services provided by Inmetro in this area to industry, and 
the possible treatments of technical barriers in international negotiations, both bilaterally or multilaterally.

After each course, the trainers invite the participants to fill out an evaluation form. The participants are also 
required to give a more personal qualitative evaluation, stating the strengths and weaknesses of the training 
course as well as providing any suggestions. Using the feedback obtained, the training courses are constantly 
reviewed and revised in order to meet the needs of the audiences better, especially the participants who are 
the representatives of exporting companies.

From the lessons learned over the years, it was possible to realize that the knowledge of the participants 
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regarding standards is, in general terms, low, but at the same time their interest  is very high, and they show 
a desire to improve their knowledge in the field.

4.2. Other Initiatives on the Promotion of Industry Competitiveness

The promotion of competitiveness is crucial for the Brazilian WTO TBT Enquiry Point. For this reason, in 
addition to the training courses, Disbt develops many publications and studies and makes them available 
to the companies. Examples that may be cited are the following: a. “Manual on Technical Barriers to Trade” 
(available in Portuguese, English and Spanish), which presents  the main topics on this issue for exporting 
companies; b. “Technical Barriers and Business Competitiveness Handbook”, which contains the main 
questions of the training course presented above; c. “Studies on the Technical Regulations of the European 
Union on the Industries of Food and Drink”; d. studies on the technical requirements of specific countries for 
the sectors where Brazilian products could enlarge their market shares (the first two studies were on Chile 
and Mexico); e. guides on US compliance requirements for specific sectors where Brazilian products could 
enlarge their market share in that country: Footwear, Motor Vehicle Parts and Furniture; and f. relevant 
international guides translated into Portuguese: “Management of Quality in Exports” (by the International 
Trade Centre) and “Manual for Reach Implementation” (by the European Union about its regulations on 
chemicals). All these materials can be accessed from the Inmetro website.

Another important service operated by Disbt and available for free to industry is called “Alerta Exportador”. 
With this service, Disbt staff collects all the Notifications (the technical requirements issued by WTO member 
countries), summarizes them in Portuguese and through an electronic system sends them to the users 
(companies, consultants, students, government personnel, among others) according to their profiles. When 
a user subscribes to the service, he or she chooses the countries and products of interest and then receives 
the information according these criteria. In the same system, the users can send an enquiry to Disbt (usually 
asking about the technical requirements for exporting the products of their company to a specific foreign 
market) and receive a customized answer. The user can also send comments on the Notifications received 
(which allows them to have an influence on the development process of foreign regulation) and denounce 
possible requirements that are not in accordance with the WTO TBT Agreement. The user also has access 
to a search system of Notifications and a database with answered enquiries, listed according to country and 
product.

4.3. Activities Developed by the Brazilian WTO TBT Enquiry Point on Standards Education with Other 
Foreign Enquiry Points

Disbt, which operates the Brazilian WTO TBT Enquiry Point, develops projects in cooperation with the Enquiry 
Points of other countries. Two projects that must be highlighted because they have activities related to 
education on standards are the ones developed with the United States and with Mozambique.

Under the Commercial Dialogue between the Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade (MDIC) of 
Brazil and the Department of Commerce (DoC) of the USA, Inmetro and the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) – which is the WTO TBT Enquiry Point of USA - have been working in cooperation in 
various areas such as Biofuels, Smart Grid, Biology & Health and WTO TBT Enquiry Points (EPs). These two 
Enquiry Points developed, over a two year period, a cooperation project in which many activities (detailed 
below) were done.

One action was an economic impact study called “Economic Impact Assessments of USA and Brazil WTO 
TBT Enquiry Points (EPs)”. A private consultancy was contracted to develop the methodology and apply it. 
Many companies and industry associations were interviewed and, at the end of the study, the gains and 
benefits from the activities of the WTO TBT Enquiry Points of the USA and Brazil for the economy of these 
two countries were presented.

The EPs also exchanged materials, studies and other products and procedures already developed and in use 
by each. A list was also created with the contacts in Brazil and the USA that may be important for the two 
EPs, such as authorities in industry associations, public entities, chambers of commerce, professors, among 
others. The staffs of the EPs were also cross subscribed in the services for Notifications operated by the two 
EPs, called “Notify US” and “Alerta Exportador”.

Additionally, the EPs had private meetings between them on the margins of the regular meetings of the 
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WTO Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade and accomplished two exchange visits between EP staffs:  
BRA EP visited the USA EP and vice versa in order to discuss the development of projects, learn from the 
experiences of the other EP and make contacts with important trade entities in the other country. They also 
developed the Guides mentioned before on the technical regulations of the USA and Brazil for three top 
industries, in partnership with other entities such as Apex-Brazil and the US Department of Commerce. The 
industries chosen by Brazil were Footwear, Furniture and Vehicle Parts – those chosen by USA were Oil and 
Gas, Agricultural Machinery and Toys.

The last activity of the project was to plan, organize and host a meeting for the EPs of the Americas (including 
the Caribbean countries) on the operations of a national WTO TBT Enquiry Point and Notification Authority. 
This event was held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in October 2012. The EP of Canada (Standards Council of 
Canada) was also one of the organizers, together with the EPs from Brazil and the USA. The meeting gathered 
representatives from 32 countries in the Americas and the Caribbean, and representatives of industry 
and government. The participants worked and discussed themes such as the benefits of WTO TBT EPs for 
companies (with testimonies and suggestions from representatives of the private sector), the impact of the 
technical barriers to trade on the global economy and the role of the EPs in this, practices in national internal 
coordination for implementation of the WTO TBT obligations, and the notification process in the operation of 
a national WTO TBT Enquiry Point and Notification Authority and in the Operation of Enquiry Point Services 
for National Industry. 

Besides the exchange of good practices, one of the most important results, among many others, of the event 
(the first in history) was the creation of a network among the EPs of the western hemisphere that will support 
business between the countries by allowing companies to have access to the information on standards and 
technical requirements of all the countries through the cooperative work of the EPs.

In the project developed with the EP of Mozambique, the Brazilian and Mozambican EPs worked together 
to exchange experiences and to develop new activities to be performed by the Mozambican EP, such as 
periodicals with information about international technical requirements to be sent to companies and industry 
associations, new approaches in the necessary interactions with actors in government (regulatory agencies) 
and the private sector, databases of information to be provided to companies, and electronic services to be 
developed to support exporting companies.

Those cooperation processes between EPs are important for providing an important exchange of experiences 
about initiatives that support domestic industry and facilitate international trade.

5. Conclusions

The development and compliance of standards by industry is very important for any country. The improvement 
in the quality of products, processes and services generates benefits for the whole society and that is why it 
is supported by governments.

At the same time, cooperation in standardization among countries, whether bilaterally, regionally or 
multilaterally, facilitates trade either by increasing transparency (making the information on domestic 
technical requirements available for foreign parties through the EPs) or by reducing the need to comply 
with many different technical requirements when accessing foreign markets (through processes of standards 
harmonization).

With this aim, Disbt, the Brazilian WTO TBT Enquiry Point, performs all the national obligations under the 
international trade agreements (especially the WTO TBT Agreement) and also develops a wide range of 
initiatives and services to be offered to industry, either directly with industry representatives or by processes 
of cooperation with foreign EPs. In this process, the education on standards, as presented in this paper, has 
a major role.
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Abstract
In the progress of globalization of societies, ICT has been playing important roles in various fields such as 
manufacturing, smart energy, smart city and so on.
In this situation, activities for global standardization are becoming more important.  In Japan, however, 
recognition of the importance and human resources for the global standardization are not enough. 
In this paper, the current situation of the education for the global standardization are examined, and a new 
interdisciplinary education program is proposed through which graduate students get enough knowledge 
about global standardization, including intellectual property rights, negotiation and management sense.  Also, 
results of the questionnaires sent to the students who are studying the education program are described to 
reveal the effects of the education for global standardization.

1. Introduction
As societies and industries globalization are growing, technologies such as ICT come to get important roles 
not only in measures of communication or circulation of information but also in manufacturing, the utilization 
of renewable energy, and realization for construction of new town structures.
In these circumstances, global standardization is becoming more and more important.  However, management’s 
recognition and power of human resources for global standardization are not enough in Japan.
Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop young human resources.
This paper first examines the increasing importance of global standards and the current situation of education 
in standardization.  Secondly, it describes social needs for global standardization education.  And then, it 
describes the design of an education program for global standardization at graduate schools, combining 
courses which are selected to meet the requirement of the lump of knowledge for global standardization 
education.  Finally, the effects of the education program are described through analysis of the questionnaires 
for the students who have finished the education program.

2. Current situation and social needs for global standardization in Japan   
2.1 Importance of standardization and its education

2.1.1 Importance of global standardization 

During the period of high growth from 1970’s to 1980’s, Japan showed a greater presence in the world 
market.  However, through the improvement of technologies and development of global competitions in 
each country, Japan has been losing the market share in the bulk distribution and bulk consumption of 
semiconductors, PCs, TVs, and DVDs. 

Possible reasons for the current situations, as described above, are as follows: the lack of power and strategies 
for global standardization as well as the problem of price competitiveness amongst Japanese products due 
to the high costs of manufacture such as employment costs, the cost of the land and electricity, and the 
problem of uncertain business strategies towards global market. 

Global standard is to define the conditions for steady operations of products, systems, goods and services 
with a certain quality as a specification or a standard for operating conditions. It makes possible for worldwide 
users to use with safety. For vendors who supply productions and services, it is necessary to invest the time 
and effort to get a prior idea for their own business like gaining bigger markets in order to formulate global 
standards.
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2.1.2 Investigation of the current situation of global standardization in Japan

Concerning global standardization activities in Japan, the following are also pointed out; 
a) Lack of recognition for the importance of creating global standards in management people. 

Many of the management people think it important to manufacture things adopting global standards.
b) Lack of the human resources for global standardization activities. Current approaches are mainly done by 

engineers; often lack of view point of global businesses.
c)   Lack of the duration for continuing approach to the human resources
d)   Lack of abilities for ‘communication and negotiation in foreign languages’ with the representatives from 

many countries during the process of making standards 1), 2)

Today to tackle the problems like global warming or resource depletion, “realization of sustainable, safe 
and secure global society” is recognized as global common agenda, “smart grid” and “smart energy” are 
researched and developed for effective use of various electric energies like natural energy/recycled energy.  
To realize these, ICT appropriate use is essential, and approach towards global standardization is extremely 
important 3), 4), 5).  It should be thought that how to increase the human resources who tackle the global 
standardization is a big agenda for the future of Japan.

2.2 Industrial and Social needs for the education on Global Standardization

Opening new education in universities should be based on the social needs.  To know about the industrial 
and social needs for the education in graduate schools of universities, the questionnaires were sent to the 
company listed in the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange and the Osaka Securities Exchange and the 
government ministries. 

Answers to the questionnaires are to select the education themes listed in the answer sheet that are thought 
to be necessary for the education in graduate schools.  The results of questionnaires are as shown in Fig.1.
In Fig.1, twenty-two education themes are written in horizontal axes and selected rate of each of the theme is 
shown in vertical axes.  From Fig.1, it is clarified that the education on global standardization gets high score 
of being supported by 1/3 of the answering people and ranked in 5th place.

Fig.1 Results of the questionnaires about industrial and social needs for the education 
 in graduate schools of universities
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3. Investigation of the global standardization education in Japan
Global standardization education is being done in companies, standard associations, academic societies, and 
higher education institutions shown as the followings;

(1) Education in companies
Instruction courses for standardization at each section and incentive rules like awards systems for approaches 
of standardization.

(2) Education in academic societies
The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers (IEICE) and The Institute of Image 
Electronics Engineers of Japan, set up the study teams concerning standardization education, hold symposiums 
to present their studies of standardization education.  There are several academic societies given on-site 
education. Japanese Standards Association (JSA) makes and put out e-learning materials including basic and 
applied contents, and give on-site education.

(3) Education in universities and in institutions of higher education
Many universities set up courses for manufacture, information and telecommunication, intellectual property 
with recognition of credit. Some universities give programs for the society members.

(4) Study group on global standardization education
Two study groups are studying about “What contents are good for the education on global standardization” 
as shown in Fig.2. (a) (b).

The current educations described above include important problems which should be mentioned here.  The 
educations mainly offer “knowledge” concerning creating standardization or intellectual property; however, 
they do not thoroughly offer “knowledge” concerning either management or negotiation. 

 (a) Study group 1 in IEICE of Japan
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(b) Study group 2, Network between Universities
Fig.2. Study groups formed in the IEICE and Universities

4. Designing global standardization program for graduate students 
4.1 Purpose of the education
“To educate students gaining the knowledge of Global Standardization and management Sense” 
Global standards are necessary in all areas, not only in business but also in education and so on. Figure 3 shows 
the four strategies for global businesses. To do successful businesses, a product strategy, a market strategy 
and a standardization strategy should be constructed correctly and in good harmonization. There is no doubt 
to think that users buy good products which conform global standards. In addition, standardization should 
be done with management strategy.  Graduate Students both from schools of natural sciences, engineering 
humanities, economics and law are expected to study.

4.2 Design philosophy
It is insufficient to educate students having useful knowledge about global standardization and management 
sense, single course education.  Therefore, an education program composed of plural courses should be designed.
a) Target: Graduate students (reason: to have enough time and high ability of understanding for studying courses)

Fig.3 Three strategies for global businesses
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b) Design of lump of Knowledge offered by the education program
Figure 4 shows the lump of knowledge, consisting of knowledge of the procedure and practice of 
standardization, research and development, intellectual property right, business management and strategy, 
policy and negotiation.

 Fig.4 Lump of Knowledge for the global standardization education

4.3 Lump of knowledge based design of the program
Designing process consists of 2 steps as shown in the following. 
The 1stt step: To decide “the lump of knowledge concerning global standardization” shown in Fig.4.
The 2nd step: To prepare several courses (curricula), each of which contains some portion of the lump of 
knowledge shown in Fig.4.
By combining the courses prepared in the 2nd step, design of the education program is completed. Figure 5 
shows courses constitution of the designed education program on global standardization using 10 courses.
Correspondence between each courses and its knowledge is as follows.
a)    Course 1 (Global business and standardization) contains the knowledge of the outlook of standardization, 

decision making of the part to be standardized, patent pool, business management, desired human 
resource for global standardization, Government policy for global standardization, exercise on making 
proposals for global standardization and so on.  

b)  Course 2 (Info-telecommunication and global standardization) contains the knowledge of the meaning, 
organization, business, practice and procedure of the global standardization and debating on the 
standardization  in  the info-telecommunication field.

c)  Course 3 (business and global standardization) contains  the knowledge  of the meaning, organization, 
business, practice and procedure of the global standardization and debating on the standardization  in  
the business field.

d) Course 4 and 5 (intellectual property right and exercise on intellectual property right) contain the 
knowledge of meaning and effect of the intellectual property right, patent and business and the exercise 
on the intellectual property right.

e)   Course 6 (knowledge value society) contains the knowledge of the activities on the research, development 
and business.

f)    Course 7 (project study on negotiation) contains the knowledge of the negotiation and cultivate negotiation 
skills by learning how to negotiate  by doing negotiating with others. 

g) Course 8, 9 and 10 (Design topics in technology, Exercise on technological innovation, Advanced 
technological innovation) contain the knowledge of the innovational research, development, business 
and their exercise.
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Fig.5 Courses Construction of Global standardization Program

5. Implementation of the Global Standardization Education Program
Since 2011, the Global Standardization Education Program has been offered to all the graduate students of 
Osaka University as a Graduate Minor Program.  Many students have been taking courses of the program; that 
is, 212 graduate students in 2011 and 187 graduate students in 2012.  These numbers are quite satisfactory.  
Students’ choice of the courses of the program is different individually because learning is available at any 
time in school.

6. Evaluation of effects of the Global Standardization Education program
To evaluate the effects of the education program, questionnaire were sent to 16 students who have 
completed to learn three courses (Global business and standardization, Info-telecommunication and global 
standardization and Business and global standardization) as shown below.

Questionnaire A: Acquired knowledge by learning the courses 
Questionnaire B: How to utilize the knowledge to their own carriers in the future

Answers: To select several answers for both question A and B (multiple answers are valid)

a) Answers to Questionnaire A are; “meaning and importance of global standardization”, “the situation to 
approach global standardization in Japan”, “the process to global standardization”, “the basic knowledge for 
global standardization action, “relation with global standardization and company management strategy”, 
“the items for global standardization” “necessary qualities of individuals for global standardization activities”.

 b) Answers to Questionnaire B are “to plan and develop the products and services in the place of employment”, 
“to utilize as one of the broad knowledge”, “to utilize global standardization tasks in the place of employment”.

The answers to the Questionnaires A and B are shown in Fig.6 (a) and (b).
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(a) Acquired knowledge by learning the courses
Fig.6 Answers to the Questionnaire A and B

 

(b) How to utilize the knowledge to their own carriers
Fig.6 Answers to the Questionnaire A and B

Figure 6 (a) shows that the students have obtained variety of knowledge on global standardization and it can 
be said that the educational contents are as well understood by the students.  Figure.8 (b) shows that the 
students think to utilize the knowledge when developing products and making proposals for standardization 
in companies.
As a result, the effect of the education program can be said to be satisfactory.
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7. Conclusion
In the era of the global economy, as the management of various businesses such as information and 
telecommunication, the activities to set products and services at global standard is extremely important.
In this paper, the following points have been described.
1. Analysis of the current situation of the global standardization education
2. Survey results of the social needs for the global standardization education
3. Lump of knowledge based design of the education program on global standardization.

The education program is being offered to the graduate students of Osaka University.
To make it clear the educational effect of the program, questionnaires were sent to the students.  Through 
the analysis of the answers from the questionnaires to the graduate students who have learned the program, 
the certain results of the educational effect find that;
a) They obtained the primary knowledge concerning the activities for global standardization
b) They obtained the knowledge concerning the relationship between global standardization and 

management strategies of companies 
c) They obtained the knowledge concerning the necessary qualification of individual to the activities for 

global standardization 
d) They recognized how to utilize the knowledge in the future carriers 

The effect of the program can be concluded to be satisfactory.
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Standards in Education for the overall benefit of Industry

History

For four decades, before the formation of the Swaziland NSB in 2007, Swaziland had been relying on external 
NSB’s and assessment bodies for issues of quality and standards. Most of the companies operating in the 
country had their head offices in South Africa and because of the strong influence of the NSB there, the culture 
of quality and standards crossed into Swaziland. People would graduate from college and get employed in 
these companies and be confronted with the need to comply with or operate according to international 
best practice ensconced in standards. But because this was like a foreign concept, it was left to chance 
that a company would practice the application of standards in their business lifecycle. Companies that were 
export oriented were compelled by their market to implement standards. Others, especially those that were 
focussing on the Swazi market did not find it necessary to conscientiously invest in applying standards on 
their business, since such would require a certain degree of resource investment. 

Globalisation, Import substitution and Going standards.

Since the concept of globalisation became known, the trend today is to have indigenous people owning 
companies that produce for the citizens of Swaziland. There is now a drive towards import substitution. 
Indigenous small businesses are many in number compared to the big business that invariably implement 
standards. If properly guided, these small businesses would contribute significantly to the vibrancy of the 
economy. All they need is a timely intervention from SWASA which will transform the way these operators 
of these business view their systems and products. As it may be true that most of the managers of the small 
business entities may not have advanced very far in education, the introduction of standards education at all 
the levels of education would yield positive results in the running of small businesses in Swaziland. 

There are, however, standards that have been identified that need to be applied specifically at the workplace. 
These are such standards as the management system standards such as ISO 9001 and BSI OHSAS which provide 
a more conducive environment in any business for customer satisfaction and worker safety respectively. In 
Swaziland the ISO 9001 standard is earmarked for all the Government Ministries in order to improve their 
customer service and efficiency, whilst the latter is earmarked for the manufacturing firms in the industrial 
sites, especially in the textile and mining sectors, in order to safeguard the health and safety of the workers.

The Necessary Linkage between Large and Small business

There is a lot of arbitrariness at the lower levels of the entrepreneurship ladder (SMEs) as the subject of 
standardisation is not as deeply entrenched as in the higher levels. This level cannot be left unattended as 
they are the ones who in any economy they are the majority. They must also find a way of linking to the 
upper levels as they form part of their value chain. Besides that, an economy like Swaziland wants to avoid 
the sourcing of small services from outside the country, which means an export of jobs and capital. The drive 
at the University of Swaziland nowadays is to produce graduates that are job creators and not job seekers. 
This is through the Enectus program which was formerly known as the Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) 
program. It was quite an honour for me as the CEO of SWASA to be invited to sit on the Business Advisory 
Board of the University of Swaziland, Kwaluseni Campus. This was for the reason that they understood that 
as businesses are developed by the students they would need the technical advice of SWASA in the form 
of the identification of relevant standards and how they may be applied. This program hopes to produce 
students that will graduate and start their own businesses and create jobs instead of seeking jobs. These job 
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creators would very likely start off at the lower levels of the entrepreneurship ladder, using meagre resources 
obtained from a money-lending institution, only to find that they are not able to service the loan because 
of the losses in the business that result from ignorance of the imperative to apply standards in the business.

On the other hand big corporations have the responsibility to mentor the small business in the subject and 
culture of supplying them with commodities that are compliant with their internal QMS. At the certification 
of two of the utilities, one for rail logistics and the other for water services in Swaziland, SWASA called for a 
new kind of social responsibility amongst the big corporations. Instead of doing charitable acts like building 
houses for the poor, they were challenged to adopt one small enterprise and mentor it on standards and 
quality issues. This would be in the form of paying for their training fees at SWASA or attaching the SME 
workers on their premises so that they could learn the standards culture. This burden on big corporates 
would become lighter with the introduction of standards education in the Swaziland education system.

Working Experience is Necessary and Good

In Swaziland jobs are often advertised with a prerequisite minimum of two years experience. This is obviously 
to avoid the recruitment of fresh graduates that will require some time being trained before they can deliver 
on the job. Industry wants people that will hit the ground running. So it is always prudent for students to 
get a job during the school holidays either for pay or as a volunteer. The University of Swaziland actually 
arranges internship attachments for these students in industry and they see how standards are applied. 
SWASA has also been identified as one potential host and working in a national standards body producing 
the standards is one side of the coin whilst being in industry implementing the standards is the other side. 
When someone moves from working in an NSB to working in industry, they get to appreciate the two sides of 
the coin. It’s like moving from the factory to the household. Not many people are fortunate enough to have 
seen the production of standards, from the proposal stage, through to public review, approval and up to their 
deployment onto industry. SWASA’s practice of attaching students has had the positive spin-offs of getting 
whole university classes wanting to be taught on this new kid on the block, standards.

The Introduction of Standards and Curriculum Development

At the recent national think-tanking session that Swaziland does under the Commonwealth Partnership for 
Technology Management (CPTM) on the 13th of May 2013, when I mentioned that there was an international 
drive to introduce standards education to the formal education system, one Professor of Agriculture at the 
local University stated that the Swaziland curriculum system was already overloaded and could not take 
anymore. Not being an academician myself, I decided to shelve the discussion of the meaning of that for 
a later date. Needless to say, the introduction of standards education into the formal learning curriculum 
would be a way of ensuring that when people are employed they come in with the mental discipline inherent 
in standards knowledge and application. It is meant to make sure that, unlike is happening now, new workers 
don’t just stumble upon the concept of standardisation by chance but it is a discipline that they live by in 
their daily working lives, in addition to the concepts and code of ethics that comes with their professional 
discipline.

SWASA Initiatives

In March 2012, SWASA launched her national certification scheme, but a year later, only one client had applied 
to be certified. Upon investigation, it was discovered that the minority that were aware of the scheme were 
not taking it because it was not yet accredited. The rest of the businesses were just not ready to be certified. 
This made SWASA realise that there was a lot more work to be done in terms of introducing the subject of 
standards and quality principles in industry. Why were companies operating without quality management 
systems? It was because the people at the top were not conscious of the need to implement standards 
and the benefits thereof. Back on the drawing-board SWASA saw the need to go back to the beginning of 
the equation and introduce the awareness of the importance of this subject in order to generate clients for 
the certification unit in the long run. Several initiatives have been planned in this regard which include the 
training of trainers in local partner organisation who will assist companies implement the standards that 
SWASA will ultimately certify them on. This further emphasises the need for standards education for the 
general populace through the formal education system.

Mentoring in the area of standards and quality by the national standards body is another of the activities that 
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SWASA in involved in. In the past three years SWASA has taken in some university students for the purpose 
of orienting them with the work of SWASA. Some of them come in at their penultimate year of university 
and some of them come in after they have graduated. They normally spend about two to six months with 
the Authority, moving from one business unit to the next and keeping record of all their activities. When they 
come into the organisation, most often than not they do not understand what exactly we do. When asked, 
they tell us that they expect us to be going out to industry every day to punish all those that have not complied 
with some standard or another. After having spent some time at the NSB, they then understand what we do 
and completely fall in love with the nature of the work. Due to the limited recruitment capacity of the NSB, 
these students end up being employed by industry. Some of these students then find a way of taking part in 
the SWASA activities, mainly in the standards technical committees, representing their company interests.

Due to the low literacy rates in the lower end of business, it then becomes necessary for SWASA to craft 
programmes that will be friendly to the indigenous business people. Recently the ISO 9001 lessons have been 
translated into the SiSwati language (see attached Ppt.file) so as to be able to reach the lower end of the 
business market. Be that as it may, the small and medium enterprises can still employ new graduates from the 
university who will be the quality assurance personnel in their businesses. One such example has been seen 
at SWASA where the small business owner had the capital but not the prerequisite competence to assure the 
quality of the product. Some of the advice given was to engage the services of a food technology graduate 
who would address the competence requirement of a management system standard. In the absence of 
the specific standards-based education as part of the university degrees even this food technologist would 
benefit from the intervention of SWASA. At least at this point the basic education barrier would have been 
reduced because the university graduate has the proficiency to understand the requirements of the standard 
and the language that SWASA speaks, that of technical requirements.

It was such a pleasant surprise to SWASA to receive an invitation from a group of 40 students from the Faculty 
of Health of the University of Swaziland. These were final year students that wanted to be given the one-
week course on ISO 9001:2008. They, realising that standards knowledge and proficiency are now a key into 
the job market, they arranged for the course to be offered by SWASA on their campus and during a time that 
they had sacrificed. These students gave very positive feedback about the value of the training to them and 
must have told other students too. Shortly after that, the final year students of the Faculty of Agriculture of 
the same university, majoring in Food Science and Technology, also requested for a similar training on HACCP 
and gave useful reviews too. This was a very impressive initiative coming from the youth. It gives one hope 
for the future of Swaziland if our youth are now thinking and behaving proactively to influence their destiny.

There is still a wealth of untapped material for education in the 89 odd national standards that have been 
declared by SWASA and it is not correct to leave it to chance that people should know it. A “standards 
implementation” unit or officer might still need to be commissioned within the organisation. The uptake 
of these national standards by the relevant stakeholders on the market will also be affected by their low 
ability to comprehend and effectively apply the dictates of the standards in their operations. This needs 
graduates that have learnt this at college in order to be realised. The education on standards at tertiary level 
will remove the fear of standards from the stakeholders. It will also make them understand the long-term 
benefits of investing in standards implementation.

Standards foster Innovation

Swaziland is now at an advanced stage in the setting up of a Royal Science and Technology Park which is one 
of the passions of the His Majesty the King of Swaziland. It will be a centre of innovation aimed at developing 
prototypes that industry can pick up and commercialise. The issue of standards is very important in this 
initiative. SWASA has written to the Board of Directors of the park indicating interest to be a part of the 
operations of the Park and this proposal has been positively received. This is with the notion that standards 
are knowledge capsules that can be used to lay a foundation upon which future strategic innovations can be 
based. Innovation can be seen as a novel way of arranging already existing knowledge in order to come up 
with new products, services and ideas (tangible or intangible) that progressively transform the way we live or 
do business. So it is important to encapsulate (encode in a standard) any product of innovation so that it may 
be used for future innovation. If it is not encoded in a standard and declared by a recognised body, it will be 
lost or remain informal. It is with this understanding that awareness needs to be created in scholars, as early 
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as possible in the learning process, of this existing wealth of knowledge that has the potential to add even 
more weight to the degrees that are conferred. 

conclusion, the Swaziland Standards Authority sees the full benefit of participating in the on-going debate 
initiative to introduce standards education in the countries formal education system.  At first glance, this 
looks like an insurmountable task. This is because it raises questions of the exact way in which this must be 
executed. Should this be taught as part of a specific subject module or it should just be a pure standards 
course like is done in the NSB training centres. You also ask if it would be prudent to start at primary school 
level and phase it in until it reaches the final year of a university degree. In that case, what happens to the 
economy in the interim 15 years or so? Should the students freshly come across it at tertiary level, and in that 
case would they be proficient enough to adequately grasp it. In some countries you would like to find out if 
it will be a “passing” subject or just an extra course that is meant to ensure survival in the job market. Some 
of the discussions and suggestions that we recorded at the “standards and education” sessions at the ISO GA 
2013 in San Diego, would form a good basis of the way to go. Overall it is quite exciting that universities in 
some economies have gone ahead and pioneered this. The lessons that they will learn will inform us on how 
best this can be rolled out for maximum benefit of our industry. SWASA will be involved as we continue with 
our drive of Improving the World we Live in.
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Introduction to the Standards Education Program Related to Social ICT
 at the University of Tokyo

1. Introduction

Standards education, now increasingly popular throughout the world, is expected to be instrumental in 
cultivating students with consistent and comprehensive knowledge of standardization. However, it needs to 
cover a wide range of complex issues related to standardization, such as the benefits of standardizing and the 
cost of drafting standards, basic knowledge of corporate strategies and consumers’ preference, institutional 
relationships with intellectual property rights (IPR), the agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) by 
the World Trade Organization (WTO), and antitrust constraints, as well as conformity assessment systems 
to ensure regulatory application of standards. Many of the past experiences and trials undertaken by the 
International Cooperation for Education about Standardization (ICES), the World Standards Cooperation 
(WSC) and other entities, have led to the accumulation of strategic educational methods, where pedagogy, 
curricula, educational topics, and case studies covered have become more sophisticated 1).

Building on this accumulation of knowledge on standardization as well as taking into account--and being 
involved in--a recent movement in higher education in Japan, we present a trial of standards education 
by a narrow conduit which provides an opportunity for interaction between general public, to start with, 
among standards communities and the general public, specifically students undergoing standards education 
incorporating readily available social network services (SNS).

Standardization in the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC), and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has been to date the purview of 
authorized members only; that is, participation has been limited to members of these groups. However, as 
seen in the movement of “Open Government II” 2), we should also consider the views of various sources. It 
should depend on the particular subject of standardization. Currently it is up to the members how to reflect 
such views in the standardization process depending on the available time and financial resources.

Recently a new challenge at the University of Tokyo, one of the highly ranked universities in Japan, is a new 
program named “Graduate Program for Social ICT [information and communication technologies] Global 
Creative Leaders (GCL).” This endeavor will be financially supported by the Japanese government for seven 
years and also by industrial federations of prominent Japanese firms. The main purpose of the program is to 
nurture top-level leaders and groups in the field of “social ICT” (abbreviated as sICT). The Japanese Standards 
Association (JSA) has committed itself to provide a series of lectures entitled “International Standardization 
and sICT” in this program (see Figure 1.). The reason why this series of lectures has been  included in the new 
program is based on the belief that standards education is one of the most important aspects for the GCL and 
that standardization is directly linked to industrial activities and has been requested by industry innovators.
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Figure 1. Standards Education Course at the University of Tokyo in collaboration with JSA

Although the standards education program introduced in this paper is in a trial period and will produce 
limited output in terms of student numbers, we hope it will contribute in part to new sICT projects, which 
will be required to incorporate wisdom and knowledge from a broader range of people in an effort to seek 
consensus in different ways4). If successful, the course of lectures would enable talented students with good 
insights to develop standards to meet the wider social needs in new ways. The authors believe that this 
program will contribute to the area of standards education by giving fresh ideas, in particular to individuals 
involved in standards education.

2. New Challenge at the University of Tokyo

It is expected that the graduates of the program will have a special ability to utilize advanced ICT and be 
capable of integrating multiple disciplines and designing creative knowledge-driven socio-economic systems 
for solving not only urgent societal issues but also adding new values to the society. Part of this will involve 
the graduates having a solid foundation in standardization.

Student candidates for this program, 60 in the first year, are selected from undergraduate students and then 
educated in the basic knowledge and communication abilities required by the program. The second step is to 
identify 20 students who will receive a scholarship; these students should display more sophisticated abilities 
in project formation, including standardization projects. The process of ascending the ladder toward creative 
leaders should identify appropriate candidates who, at the end of the course (typically in five years’ time) will 
be able to plan, propose, and implement sICT projects as well as acquiring financial and industrial support if 
possible. At the same time, the stretching of the students’ abilities will make it possible for them to acquire 
a Ph.D. degree at the university (see Figure 2.).

3. Standards and ICT

In an increasingly connected world, through rapidly advancing digital technologies, new complicated yet 
positive networks offer many potential benefits to users. On the other hand, several problems such as 
security and privacy issues may also arise. Another critical problem is related to standards. Digital media goes 
out of date very quickly and software formats are sometimes in danger of becoming unreadable. In order to 
secure the accessibility and improve efficiency by avoiding such inconveniences, interoperability is critically 
important to ICT networks. Interoperability allows isolated services and different devices to communicate 
and understand each other. This can be achieved through protocols for communication and common formats 
with programming interfaces3).

Digital technologies and their networks, however, are very new in our culture and most of us cannot readily 
understand the meaning and/or importance of “interoperability,” although many talented experts in this area 
can conceptually understand its implications. In fact, interoperability has been a key concept in “standards” 
throughout the history of their development such as standards for railroad and electric networks.
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Figure 2. ICT Creative Leaders Course: Contents and Supporting Bodies

Standards have contributed to the development of economies and societies not merely through securing 
interoperability of interfaces, but also through scale economy as a result of simplification, internalizing 
diseconomies into the market mechanism by setting regulatory specifications and rectifying asymmetrical 
information. In the course of their development, both consensus and mandatory standards have played an 
important role. By setting appropriate standards which take full advantage of these benefits, it is possible for 
standards to solve the problems of security and privacy as well.

In the ICT area, there are two important aspects related to standards education. The first one is to understand 
features of standardization which have been strongly influenced by the current changing structure of the 
business market. As many scholars have described, up until the 1980s, multi-divisional firms with extensive 
hierarchical management structures and with international diversifications were the dominant features 
of the organizations supplying useful goods and services, often packaging sets of them, which achieved 
economic and social development. In recent years, however, due to the advancement of digital technologies 
and ICT, organizational architectures and divisions of manufacturing have been dramatically changed by the 
emergence of modularity, where service and software have been supplied separately by independent firms2) 
(see Figure 3.). This new market environment has invited more new competitors from emerging economies 
and the requirements of NGOs and social needs have had more influence on the market. Furthermore, 
another new phenomenon has appeared. Due to the shortening of the distance between R&D and the 
market, related players may face more severe conflicts from real products.
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Figure 3. Changes of Market Environment from Hierarchical to Modular

The second aspect is concerned with institutional frameworks strongly influencing ICT industries. An ICT 
ecosystem is characterized by rapid technical changes, severe competition among companies, as well as 
multiple choices and social and private information security issues for customers. These wide spectra of 
requirements have naturally encouraged market driven standards setting activities, which would support 
the now popular ICT specifications working side by side with the formal standards. In the ICT marketplaces, 
unexpectedly, many duplicated and incompatible standards have appeared. It is desirable that there should 
coexist consistently formal consensus standards and various kinds of market driven standards developed by 
private organizations. Beyond the complicated institutional frameworks of standards development and their 
dissimilation mechanisms, this diversification of market activities tends to cause other institutional problems 
such as intellectual property rights (IPR) and antitrust litigations. In the global age, these problems should 
be settled at the international level, in other words, in accordance with international legal frameworks such 
as the WTO. Thus in order to exploit the benefits of ICT, one should understand institutional frameworks 
including standards and their relation to other legal systems.

In summary, the global creative leaders of sICT networks, the target of the program, should have sound 
knowledge of, and flexible attitudes toward, standards, beyond the sophisticated knowledge of science 
and technology related to sICT. At the same time, they must pay renewed attention to the new market 
environment rather than traditional knowledge of standardization at established industries and understand 
the standards in the context of institutional frameworks.

4. Standards Education and sICT

One of the new experiments in this series of lectures is to incorporate an SNS, expected to be functional as an 
sICT network. It is the subgroup “IEC 60417 graphical symbols for use on equipment” (http://www.linkedin.
com/groups/

IEC-60417-60617-Series-on-4692298/about). The sICT network, used for the purpose of exercise in this series 
of lectures, is related to graphical symbols for use on equipment simply because of the ease for students 
to become involved with advanced knowledge in the field of standards. Students will have opinions and 
preferences regarding design aspects just as ordinary people do. The participation of the students will be 
limited to the preliminary stage of standardization (Stage 0 or even before Stage 0) so as not to disturb the 
official standardization stages (see Figure 4.).
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Figure 4. Social ICT – The Relationship between New Information Science and Technology and Society

Many people working in the field of standards agree that sICT networks have a great deal of potential for 
developing consensus standards in the future, although these networks are still in a nascent stage. Increased 
participation in standards writing will help experts and manufacturers share their knowledge and advance 
the global discussion on electro-technology and associated international standards. These characteristics of 
sICT networks also help educate people acquiring standards knowledge.

ISO and IEC have gradually extended communication platforms to include SNSs as well as traditional 
communication tools such as media relations, targeted emails, and a web presence. Their networks are 
business-related social ones that address a community made up essentially of professionals. The networks 
have received growing attention on the part of professionals in the electro-technical domain as it is aimed at 
reaching out to the widest possible audience, many of whom have different interests. Members of technical 
groups can participate in discussions and debates, or consult other members for expert advice.

Should standards education utilizing sICT networks be well organized, it could potentially exert great influence 
on the standards world as it is a more effective and less costly way to invite people throughout the world to 
interact with each other, and students can acquire the tailor-made knowledge of experts who participate in 
the networks.

5. Outline of the Series of Lectures

The course has a two-step approach (see Figure 5.).

 

Figure 5. The Two-Step Approach of the Course
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The first step will mainly involve giving lectures including a great deal of discussion, on a mixture of basic 
knowledge of standards supported by many case studies, which would incorporate the necessary features and 
institutional frameworks as shown in Figure 6. At the same time, the accumulated knowledge of standards 
educations gleaned from past education should be tailored for this course. The lectures are given by experts 
in standards at the JSA.

 

Figure 6. Topics of the Lectures in the Course (first step)

The second step is to educate students by using a social network for IEC 60417. The lecturers will guide 
students to experience taking part in standards setting networks in the preliminary stages and thus the 
students will understand how to write standards. Students may have an opportunity to make unofficial 
comments, if possible, via a convener and/or secretary (see Figure 7.).

 

Figure 7. IEC 60417 Subgroup IEC on the LinkedIn Social Network

This two-step arrangement will cultivate the following new frontiers of standards education.

(1) Students can reflect on their acquired knowledge through observation and participation in a real sICT 
networks. This process may help students to acquire and develop practical knowledge related to standards.

(2) Beyond standards setting, students can take part in real business related social networks that the 
community of standards experts support. This will be invaluable for them to design and implement sICT-
related projects in the future on the basis of this real experience.

(3) Standards education may contribute to the progress of a real standardization process. The laymen, 
graduate students in this case, would express their non-specialized but fresh views from the outside of 
technical committees, in sharp contrast to the traditional standards setting mechanism supported by experts 
in a closed system. This process may stimulate the consensus building process taken for granted by the 
standards specialists.

6. Future Development of the Course

This series of lectures on standards education started at the University of Tokyo in April, 2013. Therefore, 
the concrete fruits of the project have not yet become clear. However, in future, this course could potentially 
become more sophisticated and also deepen the relationship of standards education with sICT networks. 
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Through the global community of standards education such as the one described in ICES and WSC, the course 
can incorporate many ideas and share best practices not only in Japan but also among many other countries.

In addition, cooperation with an ISO program at the University of Geneva is another possible aspect of this 
project. Toward this goal, one concrete plan is that Dr. Gerundino, one of the ISO senior staff, will be invited 
to a workshop at the University of Tokyo in autumn, 2013. Further, another future challenge will be to link the 
branches to each other and have lecture sessions conducted simultaneously both in Geneva and Tokyo. The 
interactive network can easily invite remote students to take part in audiovisual discussions.

The relationship between standardization and industrial activities as well as industrial interests in standards 
depends largely on the subjects of standardization. However, that the issue of standards has been of a long-
lasting and vital importance is beyond debate. One widely recognized current issue is the lack of young 
professionals with sufficient knowledge of standards and standards setting. Graduates of higher education, 
such as those in the new innovative educational program described above are expected to be an answer to 
this issue in the next seven years.

The success of the course depends completely upon the support of many people who have a common interest 
in standards education, not only in the domain of ICES and WSC, as well as many prominent experts in the 
standards area.
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Abstract

The needs of professionals in the field of quality and standardization are increasing with the open free 
market world. Department of Industrial Engineering-University of Surabaya anticipates these needs by 
developing curriculum in 2010, which include a variety of elective courses in the field of standardization.  In 
addition, learning methods are designed with attention to the attractive delivery methods and gives students 
the opportunity to realize the abilities and skills in a project task in order to the achievement of specified 
competencies in the graduate profile.

Although it was unknown by the students, the subject in the field of standardization is quite interesting for the 
students, with the increasing number of participants in the subjects of standardization, quality management 
systems, and safety and health management system. Similarly, evaluation of the learning process conducted 
by the students showed good performance results, and furthermore, there is increasing research to final 
project in the field of quality and standardization.

In addition to following the regular lectures, students also increased insight about the standards with the 
opportunity provided by the management of the Industrial Engineering Department which is supported by 
the National Standardization Agency (BSN) in the organization of events such as exhibition on education 
about standardization, implementation of the standardization game competitions, and workshops for quality 
management system.

Hopefully, all the efforts that have been undertaken by the Department of Industrial Engineering, is contribute 
to provide of professionals in the field of standardization required by the business community and industry 
in Indonesia.

Keywords: Curriculum of Industrial Engineering Department in 2010, Elective subjects in the field of Quality 
& Standardization

1. Background

Challenge of Indonesia in the future will be even greater, especially in relation to the free trade agreement 
China ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA), which has been applied effectively in 2010. This can be 
observed with a variety of global products into the Indonesian market. In order to take advantage of this 
deal, the Indonesian government should continue to encourage manufacturing and service industries to 
meet the requirements of both national and international standards that became one of the prerequisites of 
global trade. Pane (2011), stating that the industry in the primary sector, upstream, downstream and tertiary 
needed human resources who know about standardization. Therefore, he suggested the need to learn about 
standardization on all courses at universities related to the value chain system, or which involves the input-
process-output in production process, especially subjects related to the production of goods or services, 
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service management and systems of measurement or metrology.

Related with the learning system in the field of standardization, Zen (2012) suggest that the need for 
improvement of the system of knowledge that comes from the context of the need at industry, so that the 
harmonization of knowledge between industry, certifiers with higher education became more harmonious. 
Furthermore, he stated that the provision of human resources in the field of standardization is essential to 
improve the capacity of the learners to be able to measure quality, classify quality, and make decisions in 
assessing and treating products or services economically and socially. Learning of standardization is more 
effective when incorporated into the course curriculum. In fact according to Setiadi, (2011) stated that one 
of the items in the ISO Action Plan for Developing Countries is a standard education curriculum. Until 2011, 
National Standardization Agency (BSN) has formed a partnership with 28 universities across Indonesia. BSN 
realize the importance of the involvement of universities in delivering standards, providing graduates who 
are ready to develop standardization in Indonesia. Therefore, the role of the universities is very strategic in 
enhancing the nation’s competitiveness based on knowledge, improving the quality of labor and the quality 
of education and training systems.

To anticipate the needs of human resources in the field of standardization, the University of Surabaya has 
done Memorandum of Understanding with BSN for the implementation and development of education about 
standardization. One form of cooperation is entering subjects Standardization into the curriculum of Industrial 
Engineering Department. Design and Development of curriculum of Industrial Engineering Department of 
University of Surabaya one of which is based on the results of a tracer study to user and alumni, which 
indicates the need for graduates who are competent in Production Planning & Inventory Control (PPIC), 
Quality, Logistics and Supply Chain fields. Specifically for experts in the field of quality and standardization, 
is the need in the implementation of quality management systems, environmental management system, 
and occupational safety and health management system, (Curriculum of Industrial Engineering Department, 
(2010)). Moreover, according to a survey conducted by Rosiawan (2012a), it showed that for professionals 
in the field of quality and standardization, working as a Management Representative, Document Controller, 
Internal Quality Auditor, and Quality Assurance.

2. Challenges

This paper focuses on how the efforts made by the Department of Industrial Engineering- University of 
Surabaya in meeting the needs of graduates who are competent in the field of standardization through a set 
curriculum, implementation subjects of  standardization, quality management systems and health and safety 
management system, etc., implementation of project assignment , as well as additional training given to 
students related to the implementation of standards in the industry of manufacturing and services.

3. Literature Review

Department of Industrial Engineering-University of Surabaya (UBAYA) as one of the private universities which 
are well known in Eastern Indonesia always wanted to realize its vision of being the first university in the 
hearts and minds of the people of Indonesia, by continuing to create product / service quality and added 
value in the areas of teaching, research, and community service. One of mission of the UBAYA’s is to produce 
graduates who are focused on an active role in promoting the business and industrial community.

Department of Industrial Engineering - UBAYA, is committed to producing graduates who have the knowledge, 
skills, and professional attitude as well as the spirit of entrepreneurship and innovation in the face of the 
challenges of a career in the global era in the field of design, implementation, and improvement of integrated 
systems management in manufacturing and services, which consist of components humans, machines, 
equipment, money, energy and information with integrative and systemic approach. Expected, the integrated 
system can function optimally.

Design and development of curriculum of Industrial Engineering Department, focused on the ability of 
graduates to be able to do engineering processes and systems in order to improve the quality and productivity 
of an industrial system. They worked to find a better solution in order to eliminate waste of time, money, 
materials, energy and other commodities. Profession of Industrial Engineering graduates can work in various 
fields, such as purchasing and inventory manager, supply chain manager, logistics manager and distribution 
manager. While in the field of quality and standard, worked as a quality engineer, quality manager, quality 
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assurance manager, quality control manager and quality consultant. Meanwhile, for the production field, 
some options that can be taken such as the production manager, production engineer, manufacturing 
inspector, manufacturing engineering and industrial engineering development.

In order to improve the knowledge and additional skills relevant to graduate to the latest developments in 
the industry of manufacturing and services, Industrial Engineering Department also opened three areas of 
specialization namely:

• Supply Chain System Engineering and Management, to learn about Integrated Supply Chain Management 
which is a competitive strategy in improving the quality of services to consumers through a network of 
cooperation with other organizations to effectively and efficiently.

• Quality Engineering and Management, to learn about the manufacturing quality systems, services and 
interactions between them. Subjects offered provide knowledge on how to make good engineering and 
management, applications in industrial environments as well as its implementation in the world of work 
both at the executive level as well as the production floor.

• Ergonomics and Safety Management, to learn about the knowledge in the system design and production 
systems work better viewed from a health and safety as well as environmentally friendly, also the 
application of ergonomics in product development and implementation of safety management on the 
production floor.

For the field of Quality Engineering and Management specialization, standardization subject are subject 
support for advanced subjects such as: quality management systems, health and safety management systems, 
environmental management systems, quality and supply chain management, quality improvement, quality 
engineering, leadership for quality and change, etc. Here are some descriptions of frequent subjects taken 
by students.

Standardization (63B151),3 credits. This subject gives briefing to students on the basic principles of the 
standard, the standard anatomy, implementation of standards, metrology and conformity assessment and 
the development of national or international standards in various sectors of business and industry.

Quality Management System (QMS) (63B153), 2 credits. This subject gives briefing to students about the 
principles of good production / service practices, documentation of the quality management system, 
implementation of a quality management system based on ISO 9001 as well as techniques to run internal 
quality audits in an organization.

Occupational Health and Safety – Management System (OHS-MS) (63B204),3 credits. This subject gives 
briefing to students on principles, systems and technical support OHSAS 18001, hazard identification, risk 
assessment and determining controls; documentation, implementation  and audits - OHSAS internally in an 
organization.

The learning method for this subjects is delivered through teaching in the classroom and outside the classroom, 
such as providing project tasks to students in the form of educational game development, observation of 
implemented the standard in production processes in manufacturing or services, and visits to companies 
that have implemented standard or a visit to the institution of products certification, etc.

4. Research methodology

The methodology used for this study were: (a) the implementation of the teaching of subjects in standardization, 
quality management systems, and safety management system, (b) the results of student project assignment, 
(c) evaluation of the learning process, (d) the student final project-related to the quality or standardization, 
(e) tracking graduates who already work in the field of quality/ standardization, (f) Increased knowledge of 
the standards through joint activities with BSN

Object of research are students who take subjects in the field of Engineering and Quality Management.

5. Results and Discussion

a. Implementation of teaching for subjects of standardization, quality management systems and health 
and safety management system. Learning Process for the third subjects is conducted through teaching in 
the classroom, giving case studies, giving a project assignment such as creating a educative game related to 
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the understanding of standards such as Indonesian National Standard, or ISO standard, or documenting of 
the management system, and invited practitioners to giving lecture, visits to industry, the presentation of 
project assignment and conducting of a midterm and final exam per semester. The number of participants 
for the three courses in the last five semesters has a tendency to increase as shown in Table 1, (except for 
standardization subject in the second semester 2012/2013, the number of participants decreased because 
they have taken the subjects in the previous semester.)

Table 1. The number of students participating in the subjects of standardization, QMS and OHSMS

Period Number of students
Subjects of 

Standardization
Subject of Quality 

Management System
Subjects of Occupational 

Healts & Safety-
Management System

Even Semester 2010/2011 22 21 11
Odd Semester  2011/2012 45 Subjects didn’t opened *)
Even Semester 2011/2012 30 23 Subjects didn’t opened *)
Odd Semester  2012/2013 36 Subjects didn’t opened *)
Even Semester 2012/2013 16 28 17

Note: *) For subjects that did not opened in the semester (e.g. of QMS and OHSMS) because of the industrial 
engineering department policy that states that if the number of students taking elective courses less 
than 10 students, the subjects did not taught for the semester.

Figure 1-4 shows the variety of delivery methods for subjects of standardization, QMS and OHSMS such 
conduct field study in industry, industrial visits or guest lecturers from practitioners. Delivery methods of 
learning such as this can provide practical knowledge to the participants related subjects with knowledge in 
the field of standardization, conformity assessment, and systems of measurement (metrology).

Figure 1.Students play a role in the process of 
drafting RSNI guided by a member of the SNI- 

Technical Committee, 2010

Figure 2.Visiting to the testing laboratory at

Surabaya, 2011

Figure 3.Lecture field at Institution of Product 
Certification, 2011

Figure 4.Industrial Visit to Lubricants Unit at Per-
tamina Corp, 2012

1.Students
2.Visiting
3.Lecture
4.Industrial
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b. The results of student project assignment. Implementation of project tasks for each subject is given in 
order to provide practical experience related to the theories taught in the classroom. Each task is given in 
accordance with the competencies that have been set in the curriculum. Each project task for subjects can 
be explained as follows.

Standardization subjects: (a) identifying the needs of the Indonesian National Standard (SNI) in the 
community, (b) development of educational games on standardization and dissemination games to high 
school students, (c) play a role as a technical committee in the process of drafting SNI, (d) a summary of 
the results of the visit to the industries that have implemented the standard. Especially for development of 
games about standardization are the most interesting tasks for students. Because, through games created, 
students can actualize their understanding of standards / SNI into an fun game like Puzzle SNI, UNO cards 
SNI, SNI Giant Monopoly, etc., then the game is disseminated to students or exhibited to the public in order 
to increase their understanding of the standards/SNI. For example Standardization Game Competition event 
in 2011, followed by 30 teams (@ 3 students) high school in Surabaya city and surrounding areas, most of 
participants (students of high school) stated that the game is exciting and can increase their understanding of 
standards/SNI which published by BSN. (Rosiawan, 2012b). Similarly, event for game competition held back in 
the Industrial Games 21st  in 2012 organized regularly by student of the Industrial Engineering Department, 
which for this time working with BSN with the theme of standardization of “Think Quality, be Qualified” 
followed by 68 team (@ 3 students) high school in Indonesia. (see figure 5-6).

Figure 5 
Event of standardization game competition 

Figure 6 
Event of Industrial Game 21st  (game of SNI)

Quality Management System subjects:  giving this task aims to give students the ability to: (a) identify the gap 
between the implementation of management system for Small & Medium Enterprise (SME) with standards of 
Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) for SMEs based on rules of the Agency for Food and Drug Administration 
– BPOM Indonesia), (b) documenting of Quality Management System, and (c) conducting internal quality 
audit training with live audit. Task for gap identification is a task that most interest to students. In addition to 
observed disparities enterprise management system with GMP requirements, they are also to disseminate 
to the SMEs on how to conduct a viable food production, quality, safe to eat, and in accordance with the 
demands of consumers both domestic and international customers, according to the decree of the Head of 
the Food and Drug Administration of the Republic of Indonesia Number: HK.00.05.5.1639 dated 30 April 2003 
on the Guidelines of Good Food Production Method for Household Industry. The results of student tasks for 
three last semesters at fifteen SMEs (home industry) such as home industry for production cakes, meatballs, 
tofu, tempe, etc.. showed that of the 17 required by the BPOM aspects related to GMP, many of them are 
still not able to meet the requirements of GMP (with percentage <60%, see table 2.), especially in the aspect 
of hygiene and sanitation workers, construction and public-building design, environmental sanitation: landfill 
waste, investing birds, insects, or other animals, plant facilities, operation of sanitation, and the prevention of 
nuisance animals / insects. For aspects that do not meet the requirements of GMP, by students together with 
business owners to design improvement in order to meet the GMP standard. Meanwhile, for training of the 
internal quality audit, is also an interesting task, because here the students to practice quality audit directly 
in the administrative services unit at the Faculty of Engineering or Industrial Engineering Department, and 
giving some of improvement related to service delivered.
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Table 2.The results of gaps identification in SME (home industry) based on the seventeen aspects of inspection 
of production facilities from the Agency for Food and Drug Administration-BPOM Indonesia.

Group No. Aspects Frequency Percentage
I General  

requirements
1 A. Perception of leader and management 10 67%

2 B. Sanitation and personal hygiene 8 53%
II Condition of 

sanitation for 
building and 
facilities 

3 C. Construction and design of building-General 8 53%
4 D. Construction and design of production room 10 67%
5 E. Condition of normal warehouse (dry 

condition) 
12 80%

6 F. Condition of frozen & cold warehouse (if 
necessary)

N/A -

7 G. Condition of packaging warehouse and 
finished product

10 67%

8 H.  Environmental sanitation: landfill waste, 
investing birds, insects, or other animals

8 53%

9 I. Facilities of manufacturing 8 53%

10 J. Water supply 10 67%
11 K. Operational of manufacturing sanitation 8 53%
12 L. the prevention of nuisance animals / insects 8 53%
13 M. using of chemical materia 10 67%

III Condition and 
Sanitation of 
equipments 

14 N. Production equipments 12 80%
15 O. Handling of raw material and additive 

material
10 67%

IV Production and 
Process Control 

16 P. Production controlling 12 80%
17 Q. Supervision action 10 67%

Figure 7 .Identify the gap between the implementation of management system for Small & Medium 
Enterprise (SME) with standards of Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) for SME based on rules of 

2.The
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the Agency for Food and Drug Administration – BPOM Indonesia) conducting by students

Occupational Health and Safety Management System subjects: giving this task aims to give students the 
ability to:  (a) identify the gap between the implementation of OHSMS in a company, (b) drafting HIRARC, 
Objective, Target, and Program (OTP), (c) documenting of several Standards Operation Procedure for OHS 
and other documents such as work instruction and form, (d) conducting the  OHS internal audit training with 
live audit. For assignment of making of HIRARC and OTP, it involves process in UBAYA such as learning process 
in the classroom, in the laboratory and workshop practice, making evacuation routes, etc. One of example of 
HIRARC result which made by the students at milling machining process is shown in Table 3 as follow.

Table 3. Result of HIRARC at Manufacture Process Laboratory-Manufacturing Study Program

c. Evaluation of learning process. Finally, the implementation of the learning process periodically of each 
semester evaluated by the Directorate of Quality Assurance & Internal Audit a through the distribution of 
questionnaires via online to the students participating in the subjects as a feedback to improve the quality 
of the learning process. The aspects evaluated included: (a) teaching materials such as the learning process 
carried out in accordance with the plan set, giving feedback for assignments, quizzes, exams, availability of 
reference books, (b) Lecturer, such as teaching methods delivered, readiness lecturers in teaching, lecturer 
response to suggestions or complaints received from students. Table 4 is the result of learning evaluation 
(in average score, with scale 1-4 of students perception which is: 1 indicate poor performance, 2 average, 3 
good, 4 excellent) by students for all three subjects in the field of standardization.

Table 4. Result of learning evaluation for subjects Standardization, QMS, OHSMS

Period Average score
Subjects of 

Standardization
Subject of Quality 

Management System
Subjects of Occupational 

Healts & Safety-
Management System

Even Semester 2010/2011 3.93 3.93 3.86
Odd Semester  2011/2012 3.66 N/A N/A
Even Semester 2011/2012 3.75 3.83 N/A
Odd Semester  2012/2013 3.83 N/A N/A
Even Semester 2012/2013 still running still running still running

Table 4 shows that the learning process has been well implemented with average score is greater than 3.65, 
however, needs to be improved, especially the suggest of students who expect: (a) an increase in the number 
of case studies are discussed, (b) an increase in the provision of project assignment game, and play a role in 
drafting a standard, (c) delivery of material needs to be explained in detail so easy to understand and guide 
the execution of the task, and (d) an increase in the providing of text books.  All suggestion from the students 
will take action by lecturer in the next semester.
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d. Research for final project related with standard and quality topics. Furthermore, students who take the 
concentration of the quality and standardization field are expected eventually take the final project related to 
them. As shown in Table 5, although taking the final project in the field of food safety management systems, 
QMS, OHSMS, GMP, etc. has increased annually but must be continuously improved especially to type of topics.

Table 5. Final Project for student related to standardization and quality

Year Frequencies Topics
2010 4 GMP, QMS ISO 9001
2011 8 GMP, QMS ISO 9001, HACCP
2012 14 GMP, QMS ISO 9001, HACCP, 

OHSAS 18001

e. Tracking graduate who work in the field of Quality / Standardization. Actually, still not many graduates 
have who work in the field of standardization or quality. However, there is a tendency to increase (see Table 
6). Currently, the majority of graduates are working in manufacturing company in the department: PPIC, 
logistics or purchasing.  In addition, interviews with graduates working in the field of standardization or 
implementer standard, they stated  that knowledge and skills acquired during studying in the Department 
of Industrial Engineering-UBAYA is sufficient to performing task in workplace, and they hope, in the future, 
Industrial Engineering Department also provide advanced training related to standardization and quality.

Table 6. Field of job for Industrial Engineering Graduates

Year of graduate Frequencies Field of job
2010 2 Consultant for Integrated management system (QSHE)
2011 5 Auditor for integrated management system QSHE, QA/QC, 

Document Control & IQA
2012 5 QA/QC, as a Management Representative, Internal Auditor, 

Consultant for Integrated management system (QSHE)

f. Increased knowledge of the standards through joint activities with BSN. In order to broaden knowledge 
in the field of Quality and Standardization, some of the activities carried out jointly by the Department of 
Industrial Engineering with a BSN, among others: (a) SNI ISO 9001 workshop for students was held in May 
2011. This workshop discusses the National Standards System, and the introduction of SNI ISO 9001:2008 
that describes quality principles, requirements, application of SNI (b) the various games made by students 
such as: Monopoly SNI and SNI Puzzle, Standardization of College Life have played by students and the 
community and also has been exhibited in the event organized by BSN, such as: standardization community 
meetings for East Java region on April 2011, the national jamboree kids on June 2011 at Jakarta, exhibitions 
of creative industry and SMEs products at the campus of the University of Education-Indonesia on August 
2011, Standardization Game Competition on November 2011, and international conferences ICES & WCS 
Academic Day on May 2012 at Bali, as well as Industrial Games 21st on November 2012 at Surabaya. The goal 
of the game on this standardization is contribute to the communities in disseminating standards / SNI is more 
easy and fun. Some of activities have shown figure 8-11.
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Figure 8

Exhibition of the national jamboree for kids at 
Jakarta, 2011

Figure 9

Socialization of SNI for kids,2010

Figure 10
Exhibition of SNI Monopoly game at Internation-

al Conference of ICES & WSC at Bali, 2012

Figure 11
Exhibition of Standardization of College Life game at 
International Conference of ICES & WSC at Bali, 2012

Regularly, BSN conduct monitoring and evaluation to universities that teach subjects standardization. In June 
2012, the Department of Industrial Engineering-UBAYA received a visit from two staff education and training-
BSN to discuss with some of lecturers and students related to the application of these subjects. In addition to 
the feedback, they also want to get the experience of teaching UBAYA related to subjects of standardization 
to be used as lessons learnt and getting the best practice to share other universities.

Conclusion

Since the standardization subjects included in the curriculum of Industrial Engineering 2010, there have 
been improvements to understanding and application of standards among students. By using an interesting 
method of learning, the students look more enthusiastic to learn, especially when they are also given the 
opportunity to making a game about standardization, and to display their work in a variety of events such as 
exhibition events, as well as racing games on standard / SNI for students in high schools.

In addition, the Department of Industrial Engineering also requires cooperation with other institutions to 
implement standards such as manufacturing and services industry, universities in order to develop subject 
matter, BSN for additional insight to students and lecturer related to knowledge in the field of standardization, 
system of measurement, conformity assessment, etc. its hope in the future, there are also cooperation with 
institutions abroad to jointly promote education about standardization. In that way, currently, Department 
of Industrial Engineering will conduct cooperation with the British Standard Institution-Indonesia in training 
quality management system and internal quality auditors for students, who expect when they graduates, not 
only to receiving a bachelor’s degree but also a certificate as an auditor in the field of quality management 
system.
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Local wisdom-based Trisakti MMQS Curriculum

Abstract

Education about standardization is said to be a part of engine for sustainable development if a proper 
education about standardization that meets learners ’needs is implemented. The curriculum was therefore 
designed on the base of learners ‘need analysis to response to the demand for standard expertise and the 
ever growing trends on job requirements that deal with standardization issues.  One of the efforts made was 
how best to approach the goal of awareness in standardization which is not only for economic and trade 
purposes but also nature-environmental protection from local wisdom perspectives that have been proven 
to be strong societal norms and regulation within the diverse of our respective human community.

Keywords: education about standardization, curriculum, local wisdom, sustainability

Introductory Remarks

Nederkoorn (2012) placed the importance of education about standardization not only for business and 
economy purposes but also as important tools to safeguard public security, life and health of human and 
other living things that all deserves to have this education. Such importance was however not widely heard 
in the country until BSN, Indonesia National Standards Body, in 2008 made efforts to get higher education 
institutions involved in building people awareness  about standardization in 2008 (Abduh and Wisnuaji, 2012). 

The number of universities cooperating with the BSN to address standardization has increased from none 
in 2007 to 23 in 2010 (Odjar RatnaKomala, 2011). Interest of universities in developing education about 
standardization has become a fresh energy and pushed to support industries to enter globalization trade ( 
Soebagjo, 2012).

In response to the increasing need of education about standardization particularly from industries, the 
growing trends on job recquirements for everyone to deal  with standardization issues, and  also in line with 
the national development strategy, The School of Management of Trisakti University  in cooperation with 
the BSN began to implement the master program on quality and standardization (MMQS) on May 2013. 
The primary goal of establishing the program isto build specialized knowledge and theory relevant to the 
previous different majors of the learning participants as well as to improve decision making ability or policy 
development for those who are government officials or business executives attending the courses. To meet 
the goal the role of local wisdom which has proven to be a powerful means in building societal regulation 
is supposed to function as effective and efficient approach to the goal accomplishment as well as a driver 
to innovation in sustainable economy (Mutis, 2012). Understanding the vision as well as the mission of the 
program implementation, ISO has supported the cooperation (ISO declaration of mutual support, 2013). This 
development of education about standardization in the archipelago is another background  that reflects the 
growing needs of education about standardization (see  de Vries(1999b, p.3-4). 

Like any other educational programs, education about standardization will among others have to relate to 
the curriculum, instructors, learning participants, teaching learning materials, and so on. This paper aims at 
describing the curriculum of the graduate program in quality and standardization 
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The MMQS Curriculum

People dealing with education recognize several concepts and definitions of curriculum such as  those that 
referto content as developed by Philip Phenix,(1962), those referring to learning experiences developed by 
Hilda Taba, (1962), the behavioral objectives by Benyamin Bloom (1956),  the concept of curriculum asa plan 
for instruction  developed by John Goodla(1994, 1998), and those who think curriculum as a nontechnical 
approach as developed by  Elliot Eisner(2006), Carol Gilligan (2010), and James Banks (2011).Many have 
accepted those four conceptions of curriculum as well as to the nontechnical approach that represents a 
rejection to the traditional curriculum planning and assume that reality can be defined and represented by 
symbolic forms—by boxes, arrows, and graphs, and theworld is much more complex, involving subjective, 
personal, aesthetic, heuristic, transactional, and intuitive forms of thinking and behavior.  Whatever it is 
defined a curriculum to us is a means, evolving a living organism as opposed to a machine, to bridge towards 
the goal of education as mentioned in our 1945 Constitution:“Government establishes  and conducts  a 
national education system to  increase  people faith and piety and good values in the context of the intellectual 
life of the nation, which is regulated by law”. 

The MMQS curriculum design was inspired by the remarks of President Thoby Mutis in the panel discussion 
held to commemorate the Standards World Day last year.

“The present topic of our discussion is not new thing to us. We have our local wisdom long cultivated within 
our culture that has proven as a driver to innovation in our economy to be in the same voice as less waste 
better results. However, we are challenged to put this into practice and we therefore need standards…..We 
are challenged to accommodate young people interest to learn standards and standardization. Our alumni 
at undergraduate levels who dominantly become entrepreneurs are challenged to enter their local products 
into international markets. Those who enter job market in government sector as well as industries will also 
have to bump into the requirements on standards issues…”( Thoby Mutis, 2012)

The curriculum was designed to expose the learning participants in management to the standardization 
as a process, and to equip them with the knowledge of standardization so that they are capable to apply 
the knowledge gained into the standardization practice.  The model of the curriculum adopted refers to 
the availability of existing resources of philosophy, methodology as well as supporting facility and support. 
Figure 1 shows the model of how to accomplish the goal of the curriculum. It places the role of local wisdom 
as philosophical approach to respond to the need and the importance of standards and standardization in 
the cause of sustainable economy. The ISO modules which are also presented at Geneva University are the 
supporting teaching-learning materials to bridge the goal accomplishment. Cooperation in terms of faculty, 
teaching-learning resources and research development is carried out with the Taylor Institute of Switzerland 
to especially help focus on the quality concentration. Such steps in the cooperation with the Taylor which will 
also offer similar program of concentration are the preparation to implement a dual degree program.

The master program in management earns 50 credits which is in accord with the 2000 Decree of Minister 
for Education   and consists of foundational and concentration courses given in four semesters. The study of 
managementbasically examines management policies and practices in the context of organizational growth 
and development, management theory, theories of leadership, communication processes, employment 
relations and the dynamics of organizational behavior.The importance of managing resources and of 
management processes in general, means that courses offered in semester 1 and 2 are relevant to the 
concentration.  We therefore classify the courses given in semester 1 and 2 into the foundational courses 
(Figure 2 and 3). Several courses in figure 3, i.e. marketing management and financial    management have 
been the concentration courses since the inception of the school. Each of the available concentrations offers 
the same courses in semester 1 and 2. The difference is that cases related to standards importance and how 
local knowledge plays its roles in each case in each course are presented in the quality and standardization.
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Figure 1 the curriculum model adapted

 

Figure 2 Foundational  Courses

 

The objectives of those courses with the course outlines are put in the appendix. Our concept of quality 
management as referred by each of the courses is basically related to the question of how to meet the 
customer’s need and satisfaction. The  goal of all businesses is to meet  a continuous and high level of 
customer satisfaction in the delivery of services and/or products. Such satisfaction is believed to be the basis 
of long term profitability and business growth.The role and function of standards do respond to the question.

Figure 3 Courses leading to the concentration
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The standards and standardization cases presented in the previous courses are considered as the introduction 
to standards and standardization which bridge the learning participants to lead to the concentration courses 
given in semester 3. Figure 4 shows the concentration courses in management on quality and standardization. 
The principles of effective domestic and international standards development processes are discussed the 
course entitled voluntary, consensus based standards.  It discusses the role of standards in both the domestic 
and international economies, how to better promote these principles internationally and how standards 
can sometimes be used as technical barriers to trade. Standards play a critical role in both the domestic and 
international economies.  Along with providing market certainty to producers and consumers, the process 
by which standards are developed is crucial to competitiveness and innovation. A market-driven, voluntary 
consensus approachto standards development has proven to be effective because it allows relevant 
stakeholders, including small and medium-sized enterprises, to contribute in the development process, 
ensuring the final standards have broad market relevance. The course program is supported by ISO module 
(See a note in the appendix) 1.The course on strategic planning for sustainable business aims to help the 
learning participants approach the question of how to develop sustainable practices in business. It focuses 
on practical steps from understanding sustainability in terms of business, looking at examples and scenarios, 
defining a set of guiding principles, and applying them into a business plan.  ISO module 2 supports the 
course.  The course on Management System for Quality, Environmental Impact, Energy and Waste describes 
the organizational structure, procedures, processes and as well as resources needed to implement quality 
management. This course is supported by ISO module 3. While course on the impact assessment supported 
by ISO module 4 describes a process of assessment aimed at structuring and supporting the development 
of policies. It identifies and assesses the problem at stake and the objectives pursued. It identifies the main 
options for achieving the objective and analyses their likely impacts in the economic, environmental and 
social fields. It outlines advantages and disadvantages of each option and examines possible synergies and 
trade-offs. The course on conformity assessment, also known as compliance assessment describes the activity 
to determine, directly or indirectly, that a process, product, or service meets relevant technical standards and 
fulfills relevant requirements. Such activity includestesting, surveillance, inspection, auditing, certification, 
registration and accreditation. This course is supported with ISO module 5.

Figure 4 The concentration courses

The learning participants are required to do the final school projects which are attending the seminar in 
local wisdom and thesis writing (Figure 5).  The seminar provides the participants with understanding of 
local wisdom as a driver to innovation in economy and addresses thesis proposal submitted by learning 
participants. 
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Figure 5 Final school projects

 

About the participants

The learning participants are those who hold bachelor degrees from various disciplines that include humaniora 
and engineering studies. They do not  possess previous formal education about  standardization.

Evaluation to the Curriculum

The curriculum evaluation is very important in the implementation of the curriculum itself to see its 
strength as well as weakness.After the course implementation in each semester, we will evaluate the 
performanceindicators that involves effectiveness, the relevance, efficiency and feasibility of the program as 
suggested by  HildaTaba (1962: 310)that involve: the objective, the  scope, the quality of personnel in charge 
of it, the capacity of students, the relative importance of various subject, the degree to which objectives 
are implemented, the equipment and materials and so on. The curriculum evaluation system related to the 
management curriculum  begins with  the input stage of evaluation, process evaluation, evaluation outputs 
and outcomes evaluation. The activity aims to measure the achievement of objectives and identify the 
obstacles to the achievement of curriculum goals, measure and compare the success of the curriculum as 
well as determine the potential success, monitor and oversee the implementation of the program, identify 
the problems encountered, to determine the usefulness of the curriculum, benefits, and the possibility of 
further development.

The role of local wisdom in education

Traditional knowledge, indigenous knowledge, and local knowledge generally refer to the matured long-
standing traditions and practices of certain regional, indigenous, or local communities. Traditional knowledge 
also encompasses the wisdom, knowledge, and teachings of these communities. In many cases, traditional 
knowledge has been orally passed for generations from person to person. .. .” (From Wikipedia, 2007).Local 
wisdom or local genius a term firstly introduced inanthropologyis aculturalidentity that leads a nation to 
be able toabsorb and process a foreign culture to be appropriate forthe natureandculture.  Itis thesourceof 
knowledgegrowingdynamicallyandtransmittedby a certainpopulationand integrated withtheir understanding 
of thenatural and culturalsurroundings. Itisthe basisfor adecisionon thepolicy ofthe locallevelinvariousareas 
includinghealth, agriculture, education, natural resource managementandruralcommunity activities. 
Within it lives also a cultural wisdom. Itisthe localknowledgethat has becomefusedwithbeliefsystems, 
norms, andculture andexpressed intradition andmythadopted inthe long term. Incarrying outaprogramof 
developmentin an area, the government  shouldfirst of all be familiar with the wisdomof local communities. A 
tourism developmentprogram, for example, will be difficult to implementif the government does not provide   
thelocal community with a clear guidance or description   thattourism developmentinthe regioncanprosper the 
peoplein the area.In other words, adevelopmentwillbein vainifthe governmentdoes notidentify thecustoms 
of the peopleorthe rightpotentialfordevelopment inthe area.  
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The following are characteristics of a local wisdom (Abduh and Wisnuaji,2012):

1. Resistant toforeign cultures

2.Accommodative to the elements offoreign cultures

3.Integrative with elements offoreign culturesinto thenative culture

4. Functions to control and regulate societal interaction within the society and between the society and the 
environment.

5. Directive to the development ofculture

Thus appropriate development program within an area will always mean to promote the local customs and 
cultural property, rather to eliminate it.  Related to the implementation of education in Indonesia, the role of 
local wisdom has great place to direct the process as well as the goal of education. Our education has been 
based upon its philosophy derived from a local wisdom saying ingngarso sung tolodo, ingmadyamangunkarso, 
tutwurihandayani (dounsoni for short). This is a wise saying telling one to do good and right things to him/
herself in the cause of harmony to human beings and to the environmental nature. Being a good and right 
model in any situations of social life is the key of success to get harmony of life including in the trades 
and business (Abduh&Wisnuaji, 2011). Such simple philosophy is to be reflected not only from classroom 
teaching-learning plan to the implementation but also in the evaluation to measure if the program  output is 
relevant to the curriculum content in the efforts   to reach the vision of education. 

Local wisdom defined as competency in the curriculum

There are at least two main principles of the wisdom applied in the MMQS curriculum. These are gotongroyong 
and the above mentioned  dounsoni. Gotong-royong is a conception of sociality familiar to large parts of 
Indonesia. It is communal work that is when a gathering takes place to accomplish a task. In the past, the 
tasks were often major jobs, such as clearing a field of timber or raising a barn that would be difficult to carry 
out alone. It was often both a social and utilitarian event.Paul Michael Taylor and Lorraine V. Aragon (1991) 
state that “gotongroyong [is] cooperation among many people to attain a shared goal.

Further, Clifford Geertz points to the importance of gotongroyong in Indonesian life:

An enormous inventory of highly specific and often quite intricate institutions for effecting the cooperation 
in work, politics, and personal relations alike, vaguely gathered under culturally charged and fairly well 
indefinable value-images--rukun (“mutual adjustment”), gotongroyong (“joint bearing of burdens”), tolong-
menolong (“reciprocal assistance”)--governs social interaction with a force as sovereign as it is subdued. These 
principles from the wisdoms are taken as competencies to meet in the accomplishment of the curriculum 
objective, that is, among others, the learner has the ability to cooperate within his or her surrounding to 
attain a shared goal and therefore shows his or her capability to become a good model of manager which 
involves the ability to motivate and facilitate the others in the managerial work. Such competencies are to be 
translated into the bulk of the courses such as from the Human Resources Management, Entrepreneurship 
to the standardization as he or she takes part in the process. 

Clossing Remarks

In our efforts to develop the curriculum,  we  cary out cooperation among academia, with BSN, ISO, business 
experts from other related organiations such as governental and consumer organizations.
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Appendix

The course objective of Human Resources Management is to provide learners with knowledge of how to 
manage human resources in business organizations so that they are capable to meet HR challenges in the 
present scenario. The topics addressed in the course among others include: 

• The strategic importance of HRM, challenges  to HR professionals; role, responsibilities as well as 
competencies; HR division operations,  Human resources planning that includes the objective and 
process, human resources information system.

• Recruitment strategies, career planning and management , succession planning, socialization and 
induction of new employees, training and development, investment in training, need of training 
assessment, designing and administering training program, program evaluation

• Developing performance system  

• HR in industries, organizations, mergers and acquisition, outplacement, outsourcing, audit, and 
international HRM

The course entiled Managerial Economics is given to provide learners with the analytical tools of economics 
to be applied into managerial decision- makings. The topics addressed include the following:

• The characteristics and scope of managerial economics; marginal analysis; alternative objectives of 
business firm; cardinal utility theory; indifference curve technique and the theory of consumer choice; 
consumer surplus; price, income and substitution efects; demand elasticity; demand estimation and 
forcasting; the relationship between price elasticity and and marginal revenue.
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• Law of variable proportions; laws of returns; optimal input combination; output- cost relation; cost curve 
enginering; technological change and pruction decisions; curve revenue of a firm; duopolly analysis in 
the use of reaction curves; price output decisions under alternative market structures; Baumol’s sales 
maximation model,  advertising and price output decisions.

• Collusive behaviors of firms; cartel behavior; game theory and strategic behavior; product differentiation 
and price descrimination; price-output decision in multi plant and multi product firms; managerial theories 
of the firm; general pricing strategies; particular pricing techniques-limit pricing, peak load pricing and 
transfer pricing; dumping analysis; pricing of public utilities.

The course entitled International Business & Globalization is aimed at exposing the learners to fundamentals 
of international business.  The topics addressed provide exposure to the multiple dimensions of international 
perspective to business decisions. This covers the following:

• The present global trends in international trade and finance; dimensions and modes of intrenational 
business; the structures of international business environment; the risks; the motives for internationalization  
of firms;  the structure of organization of international business; world trading system and impact of WTO; 
exchange rate system; global financial system; barriers to international business; international business 
information and communication.

• Foreign market entry strategies; factors affecting foreign investment decisions; types and motives for 
foreign collaboration; control mechanism in international business.

• Decisions related to global manufacturing and material management; outsorcing factors; managing global 
supply chain; product and branding decisions; managing distribution channels; international promotion 
mix and pricing decisions; counter trade practices, mechanism of international trade decisions.

• Harmonizing accounting differences across countries; currency translation methods for consolidating 
financial statements; the Lessard-Lorange Model; Cross cultural challengesin international business; 
international staff decisions; compensation in performance appraisal of expatriate staff; ethical dilemmas 
and social responsibility issues.

The course objective of Marketing Management is provide learners with concepts, philosophies, processes 
and techniques of managing marketing operation. The topics addressed include:

• The nature and scope of marketing: corporate orientation towards market place; building and delivering 
customer value and satisfaction; retaining customers; marketing environment; marketing research and 
information;

• Analyzing consumer market and buyer behavior, analyzing business market and business buying behavior; 
market segmentation; positioning and targeting; tools of product differentation; marketing strategies in 
the different stage of product life cycle

• New product developed process; product mix and product line decisions; branding and packaging 
decisions, pricing strategies and program; managing marketing channels; wholesaling 

• Adversiting and sales promotion; public relations; personal selling; evaluation and control of marketing 
efforts; web marketing; reasons for and benefits of going international; entry strategies in international 
marketing.

The objective of the course entitled Quality Management is aimed at providing learners with the fundamental 
concepts of statistical process control, strategic total quality management such as six sigma, etc and the 
application of these concepts, philosophies as well as strategies to the issues arising both in the government 
and industries.

ISO modules

A note should be mentioned here that so far we have not had received the ISO modules to be given in the 
program from BSN. This is   due to technical matter of the staff to   the access to the materials.
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Study Group on Skill Standard for Standardization (SG-SSS) 
in the Institute of Image Electronics Engineers of Japan (IIEEJ)

Skill standard
Evaluation for skills of human resource required for standardization

Summary

The Skill standard specifies the 36 tasks required for standardization and defines the skills required for those 
tasks (see Figure 1). Categorization of the tasks is based on task phase (strategy, development, implementing 
and promotion) and standard type (de jure standard, forum/consortium standard, de facto/company-product 
standard and houserule).
To evaluate the skills required for the tasks，we introduce skill evaluaion criteria on performance (experience
and achievement on carring out a task) consisting of 4 items and skill evaluaion criteria on capability (capability 
and knowledge required for the task) consisting of 9 items. The skill and skill level are described in the skill 
card corresponding to the task. The skill card includes a set of data for the items of skill evaluation criteria 
on performance and capability.

Figure 1 Glancing over the Skill standard

   tasks for standardization    skill card
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6.1 Skill evaluation criteria 

6.2 Skill levels 

7 Skill card template 

8 Skill cards 

Annex A (informative) Applications 

Background 

A person who engages in a task for standardization is required to have experience, achievement, capability 
and knowledge for the standardization, such as contribution, communication, negotiation, leadership, 
presentation, technology, etc. Today standardization has been an important strategy for an organization, 
corporation and nation. Therefore, human resource for standardization and education for standardization 
become essential for them. 

In order to collect appropriate human resources for actual tasks for standardization and to carry out effective 
education of standardization, it becomes indispensable

• to clarify the tasks required for standardization, and
• to clarify the skills required for the tasks. 

Those clarifications are to develop a skill standard itself: Skill standard -Evaluation for skills of human resource 
required for standardization 

There have been developed in Japan two other skill standards, 

• Skill standard - Evaluation for skills of human resource required for intellectual property, and 
• Skill standard - Evaluation for skills of human resource required for information technology. 

They are actually used in a number of corporations. 

The Skill standard -Evaluation for skills of human resource required for standardization will make it possible 
or feasible for a person or corporation to 

• comprehend and describe existing situation of standardization human resource, 
• set a target of education for standardization human resource, 
• evaluate an effect of standardization education, 
• collect standardization human resources, 
• re-allocate standardization human resource, 
• develop an education program or material for standardization human resource. 

Accordingly the Skill standard will make it possible or feasible for a nation to strengthen its global 
competitiveness in the international industry. 

Kanazawa Institute of Technology established a project for developing the Skill standard, in response to the 
commission from the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), Japan. The project began its activities 
in June 2012 and finished them in Feb. 2013, and developed documents of the Skill standard were submitted 
to the METI. After March 2013, following-up activities of the project have been taken by SG-SSS (Study Group 
on Skill Standard for Standardization) in Institute of Image Electronics Engineers of Japan. 
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1. Scope 

This standard clarifies tasks for standardization and provides evaluation for skills of human resource required 
for the tasks, specifying skill evaluation criteria and skill levels of the tasks. The hauman resources are those 
who are engaged in the tasks for standardization in corporations, or development of international standards 
and associated activities for international standardardization. 

Note 1: This standard can be applied to a guideline for a corporation to employ and educate human resources 
for standardization, and a guideline for a personal to set a goal for his/her career development. 

Note 2: The title of this standard may be simply noted as “Standardization skill standard “. 

2.  Normative references 

The following documents, in whole or in part, are normatively referenced in this document. 

JIS Z 8301, Rules for the layout and drafting of Japanese Industrial Standards 

Skill standard -Evaluation for skills of human resource for intellectual property, Ministry of Economy, Trade 
and Industry,2007-03,http://www.meti.go .jp/policy/economy/chizai/ipss/index.html 

3. Terms and definitions 

3.1 standardization human resource 
a person who carries out the tasks for standardization (see clause 5) 

3.2 skill 
experience and achievement on carring out a task, and capability and knowledge required for the task 

3.3 skill card 
a set of data for items of skill evaluation criteria on performance and capability 

3.4 de jure standard 
a standard developed by a public standardization organization 

3.5 forum/consortium standard 
a standard developed by a group called forum or consortium, that consists of interested members 

3.6 de facto/company-product standard 
a specification that has achieved a dominant position by public acceptance or market forces, or a company 
specific convention that has been widely used within products on market 

Note 3: Forum/consortium standards are sometimes classified into a private standard due to their unpublic 
standardization procedure. Company-product standards are sometimes called as private standards. In this 
standard, company-product standards do not include forum/consortium standards. 

3.7 houserule 
a specification used only within a specific organization 

Note 4 A specific organization is a corporation, factory, etc. 

3.8 leader 
a person who takes major responsibility for assigned tasks, and for his/her subordinates and associates 
related 

3.9 person in charge 
a person who takes responsibility within his/her own scope of assigned tasks 

3.10 assistant 
a person who takes no responsibility for his/her tasks 

3.11 strategy for standardization 
A scheme for nations, organizations or individuals to maximize the benefits of standardization from their 
standardization’s point of view. In the scheme, objects to be standardized and not to be standardized are clarified, 
Regarding the objects to be standardized, organization, schedule, resources and procedures for the standardization 
are discussed and effective application and implementation of the developed standard are planned. 
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Note 5:  Covering areas of the strategy depend on the subject that will plan the strategy and that will employ 
the strategy. In the task “1) Strategy planning for standardization” (see Table 1), activities of a nation or 
organization are planned considering the benefits of standardization from nation’s or organization’s 
point of view. In the task “2) Information collecting/analyzing/evaluating and tactics planning”, activities 
of standardization groups of an organization are planned (tactics planning) in accordance with the plan 
discussed in the task 1). In the tasks 11) through 22), activity planns and guidelines for the groups of standards 
development are clarified in accordance with the tactics plan discussed in the task 2). 

3.12 experience 
history in which a person carried out his/her tasks passively or actively 

3.13 achievement 
objective progress as a result that a person carried out his/her tasks actively 

4 Structure and notations 

The structure and notations of this standard are based on JIS Z 8301. The composition where skills are defined 
for all the categorized tasks has adopted that of skill standard - Evaluation for skills of human resource for 
intellectual property. 

Skills required for each task are specified in a skill card, where all the skill items are described indicating 
the difference from the skill card template. The template includes the minimum common descriptions for 
all skill cards (see clause 7). This notation makes it feasible to show the difference between skills required 
for different tasks and difference between levels of skill required for a task, and to show a conformable 
relationship between task and skill. 

As for the skill card for the task “1) Strategy planning for standardization” (see Table 1) and skill cards of 
level 2 for all other tasks, the descriptions with underline show the difference from the template and the 
descriptions using subscript characters show deletion from the template. As for the skill cards of level 1 and 
level 3 for the tasks, the descriptions with bold characters shows addition to the corresponding skill card of 
level 2, and the description using subscript characters show deletion from the corresponding skill card of 
level 2. 

5. Tasks for standardization 

All the tasks required for standardization are categorized in table 1, where the vertical axis shows task phase 
including strategy, development, implementing and promotion, and the horizontal axis shows standard 
type including de jure standards, forum/consortium standards, de facto/company-product standards and 
houserules. 

Those types are defined in clause 3.4 through 3.7 from the task classification’s point of view. The task phases 
are not always standard development steps themselves. They may be carried out concurrently or cyclically. 

Each task of standardization in a cell of Table 1 is assigned with a sequential number. 
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Table 1 Tasks for standardization 
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The tasks 1) through 36) are shown below. The skill required for each task is defined by the corresponding 
skill card (see clause 8). 

1) Strategy planning for standardization 
Standardization activities of a nation or organization are planned considering the benefits of standardization 
from nation’s or organization’s point of view. This task is carried out mainly by officers. 

2) Information collecting/analyzing/evaluating and tactics planning 
Associated standardization information inside/outside an organization is collected, analyzed and evaluated. 
Then, activities of standardization groups of an organization are planned (tactics planning) in accordance 
with the plan discussed in the task 1). The tactics are reported to officers. 

3) Supervising (Strategy) 
Based on the tactics planned in the task 2), collaboration and coordination are performed with internal/
external stakeholders, e.g., research and development groups and associated organizations. 

4) Liaison establishing (Strategy) 
Based on the tactics planned in the task 2), lobbying activities with government and standardization 
organizations are performed to share information and to establish a close liaisonship with them. 

5) Founding organization (De jure standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, organizations for de jure standards development and 
their certification are founded. 

6) Founding organization (Forum/Consortium standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, organizations for forum/consortium standards 
development and their certification are founded. 

7) Founding organization (De facto/Company-product standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, organizations for de facto/company-product standards 
development and their certification are founded. 

8) Managing organization (Strategy, De jure standards) 
Strategies for managing following organizations are planned and carried out: organizations for de jure 
standards development, organizations for their maintenance and certification. 

9) Managing organization (Strategy, Forum/Consortium standards) 
Strategies for managing following organizations are planned and carried out: organizations for forum/
consortium standards development, organizations for their maintenance and certification. 

10) Managing organization (Strategy, De facto/Company-product standards) 
Strategies for managing following organizations are planned and carried out: organizations for de facto/
company-product standards development, organizations for their maintenance and certification. 

11) Developing associated technology 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, technologies associated with standards (including patent-
workaround technology) are developed to make some feedback to the strategy or tactics. 

12) Proposing new work items (De jure standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, new work items for de jure standards are proposed to 
establish projects for the standards development. 

13) Proposing new work items (Forum/Consortium standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, new work items for forum/consortium standards are 
proposed to establish projects for the standards development. 

14) Proposing new work items (De facto/Company-product standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, new work items for de facto/company-product standards 
are proposed to establish projects for the specifications development. 

15) Drafting standards (De jure standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, draft de jure standards are developed, reviewed and 
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commented in a project of a standardization committee. Acceptable comments are included in the draft 
standards. Based on detailed review, some draft standards are amended, revised or withdrawn. 

16) Drafting standards (Forum/Consortium standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, draft forum/consortium standards are developed, 
reviewed and commented in a project of a standardization committee. Acceptable comments are included 
in the draft standards. Based on detailed review, some draft standards are amended, revised or withdrawn. 

17) Negotiating (De jure standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, information sharing and cooperation with other members 
are performed to have a concerted action regarding the de jure standard to be accepted or objected. 

18) Negotiating (Forum/Consortium standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, information sharing and cooperation with other members 
are performed to have a concerted action regarding the forum/consortium standard to be accepted or 
objected. 

19) Marketing (De facto/Company-product standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, specifications of the products on markets are investigated 
and analyzed from users’ point of view. 

20) Managing organization (Development, De jure standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, organizations for de jure standards development (e.g., 
standardization committee) and organizations for their certification are managed. 

21) Managing organization (Development, Forum/Consortium standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, organizations for forum/consortium standards 
development (e.g., standardization committee) and organizations for their certification are managed. 

22) Managing organization (Development, De facto/Company-product standards) 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, groups for specifications development and groups for 
their certification are managed. 

23) Applying standards 
Due to manufacturing control, associated measurement and evaluation in corporation, quality management 
is performed conforming to associated standards. 

24) Conformance testing 
It is evaluated whether the products conform to corresponding standards, and self-certification check and 
compatibility testing are performed. 

25) Acquiring certification 
A certification authority is requested to assess the products/systems in which the de jure standard are 
implemented, and the certification is gained. 

26) Acquiring forum certification 
A certification authority is requested to assess the products/systems in which the forum/consortium 
standards are implemented, and the certification is gained. 

27) Acquiring private certification 
A certification authority is requested to assess the products/systems in which the de facto/company-product 
standards or specifications are implemented, and the certification is gained. 

28) Information collecting/analyzing/evaluating and promotion planning 
Information on the developed standards is widely collected, analyzed and evaluated. Then, strategies for 
promotion of the standards are planned. The promotion strategies are reported to officers. 

29) Supervising (Promotion) 
Based on the promotion strategies planned in the task 28), collaboration and coordination are performed 
with internal/external stakeholders. 
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30) Liaison establishing (Promotion) 
Based on the promotion strategies planned in the task 28), lobbying activities with government and 
standardization organizations are performed to share information and to establish a close liaisonship with 
them. 

31) Advertising (De jure standard) 
Tutorials and advertisement of the developed de jure standards are conducted in order to promote and 
accelerate wide use and implementation of the standards. 

32) Advertising (Forum/Consortium standards) 
Tutorials and advertisement of the developed forum/consortium standards are conducted in order to 
promote and accelerate wide use and implementation of the standards. 

33) Advertising (De facto/Company-product standards) 
Tutorials and advertisement of the developed de facto/company-product standards are conducted in order 
to promote and accelerate wide use and implementation of the standards or specifications. 

34) Considering compliance 
Legal compliance, lawsuit correspondence, fair trade correspondence and Correspondence to accessibility 
are performed. 

35) Considering human resource development 
In order to raise skills of human resource required for standardization, programs for the education are 
developed and carried out for members of a corporation. 

36) Considering intellectual properties 
In accordance with the strategy for standardization, patent policies, patent pools and other information 
about intellectual properties for related standards are collected, and patent contract activities are supported. 

6 Skill evaluation criteria and skill levels 

6.1 Skill evaluation criteria 
Skill card is a set of data for items of skill evaluation criteria on performance and capability. 

6.1.1 Evaluaion criteria on performance
To evaluate the skill required for tasks for standardization, skill evaluaion criteria on performance (experience 
and achievement on carring out a task) defines the following items: 

a) Responsibility 
Responsibility indicates a area size of the standardization task that the person has to cover with responsibility, 
by using his/her position in performing the task. 

b) Experience 
Experience indicates history in which a person carried out his/her standardization tasks passively or actively. 

c) Achievement 
Achievement indicates objective progress in which a person carried out his/her standardization tasks actively. 

d) Contribution 
Contribution indicates the facts that a person carried out his/her tasks, which were not directly related to 
standardization itself and were contributed to external or internal of his/her corporation. 

6.1.2 Evaluation criteria on capability
To evaluate the skill required for tasks for standardization, skill evaluaion criteria on capability (capability and 
knowledge required for the task) defines the following items: 

e) Business comprehension 
Knowledge and capability to comprehend the business to carry out the tasks for standardization. 

f) Communication 
Knowledge and capability to establish human networks by collecting, providing and sharing information of 
standardization via communication. 
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g) Negotiation 
Knowledge and capability to make it possible to form consensus via assertion and persuasion in carrying out 
the tasks of standardization. 

h) Planning 
Knowledge and capability to extract issues and find appropriate solutions in carrying out the tasks for 
standardization. 

i) Leadership 
Knowledge and capability to manage a standardization organization and to lead the members of the 
organization. 

j) Presentation 
Knowledge and capability to make a presentation and draft documents using a language required in carrying 
out the tasks for standardization. 

k) Technology 
Knowledge and capability to comprehend the technology required in carrying out the tasks for standardization. 

l) Operation 
Knowledge for various activities required in carrying out the tasks for standardization, and capability to 
operate and manage the knowledge. 

m) Miscellaneous 
Cross-cultural understanding, foresight, concentration, motivation, charisma, and the knowledge/capability 
that are difficult to improve through training. 

6.2 Skill levels 

The skills of human resources required for the tasks for standardization (see clause 5) are classified into the 
following three levels. 

a) Level 1 - Possessing an experience on carrying out the tasks for standardization, and capable of finding 
operational issues and solving them under the guidance of a leader. 

b) Level 2 -Possessing an experience and achievement on carrying out the tasks for standardization, and  
capable of finding operational issues and solving them without guidance of a leader (autonomously), or 
capable of solving the issues by collaborating with other members. 

c) Level 3 -Possessing multiple experiences and achievements on carrying out the tasks for standardization, 
and capable of providing leadership for finding operational issues and solving them, and capable of providing 
guidance to his/her subordinate as a leader (with leading). 

Each level of skills required for the tasks for standardization is defined by the corresponding skill card which 
includes a set of data for items of skill evaluation criteria on performance and capability. However, No skill 
level determination is not applied for the task “1) Strategy planning for standardization”. 

Each level of skills for most tasks are briefly described by the 3 items of skill evaluation criteria on performance 
as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Skill levels and evaluation criteria on performance 

Level Evaluation criteria on performance
Responsiblity Experience Achievement

1 As an assistant One or more experiences 
with support

Not necessary

2 As a person in charge One or more experiences 
autonomously

One or more achievements

3 As a leader Two or more experiences 
with leading

Two or more achievements
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7 Skill card template 

The following skill card template includes the core common descriptions for all skill card. 

==Evaluation criteria on performance== 

a) Responsibility 
Achieved and/or experienced as personal in-charge 

b) Experience 
Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following; 
 1)···· 

c) Achievements 
Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following; 

1  The achievement of operation indicated in the experience (including as individual and/or group
The same shall apply hereinafter): 

2)  The achievement indicated in the experience contents:_____________ 

3)  The achievement indicated in the experience contents:_____________ 

4)  The achievement indicated in the experience contents:_____________ 

5)  Appropriately proposed standardization strategy on own main item or the new development 
product. 

6)   The outcome of operation indicated in experience has eventually been referred by investors and/
or shareholders. 

d) Contribution 
Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following; 

1)  Conducted trainings or advised junior employees. 

2)  Created manual for assigned operations. 

3)  Taught any internal/external training seminar (including seminars or study sessions for public, 
children, university students, corporations, or industries). 

4)  Participated in internal/external committee as a member (including those of related industries and 
public offices). 

5)  Published a thesis based on assigned operations or standard. 

6)  Presented in an academic conference or an exhibition regarding assigned operations, product, or 
standard. 

7) Composed or published documents (including newspapers, journals, and websites) regarding 
information (including information or interpretation regarding specification, information of 
compatibility, and personal operational experiences). 

8) Provided know-how to internal/external related personnel based on personal operational 
experiences. 

==Evaluation criteria on capability== 

e) Business Comprehension 
Satisfy two or more of the following; 

1)  Understand each division’s policy and differentiation within open and closed strategy among 
corporate strategy, business strategy, research and development strategy, and intellectual property 
strategy, and be able to understand minimally, explain, and apply positioning of personally assigned 
operations (including domestic, international, and industrial positioning and understanding merit 
and demerit of positioning) by referring to related standardization strategy. 

2)   Be able to understand, explain, and suggest how can personally assigned operations can contribute 
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to corporate strategy, business strategy, research and development strategy, intellectual property 
strategy (including differentiation within open and closed strategy), and/or related standardization 
strategy. 

f) Communication 
Satisfy two or more of the following; 

1)  Be able to collect, share, and exchange information smoothly with related personnel from related 
internal division, domestic and international companies, and the industry. 

2)  Be able to understand explanation correctly provided by related personnel from internal related 
division, domestic and international companies, and the industry. 

3)  Be able to associate and cooperate with related personnel from internal related division, domestic 
and international companies, and the industry. 

4)  Be able to find collaborators and create a network among related personnel from internal related 
division, domestic and international companies, and the industry. 

5)  Be able to create a meeting report, break down other people’s arguments, and explain how they 
affect internally to related personnel from internal related division, domestic and international 
companies, and the industry. 

g) Negotiation 
Satisfy two or more of the following; 

1)  Be able to make an appointment, set up a meeting, and provide an opportunity for a negotiation. 

2)  Be able to present self-opinion, explain self-argument, and convince. 

3)  Be able to draw other people’s opinions or arguments. 

4)  Be able to understand a point of an argument and move an argument forward to agreement. 
Understand internal corporate guideline, prioritize comprisable matters, and enable to judge 
situation for corporate merit and demerit perspective while understand and respect other 
people’s opinion and/or position. 

h) Planning 
Satisfy the following; 

1) Be able to find out issues from the current circumstance and to propose original solutions. 

i) Leadership 
Satisfy two or more of the following; 

1)  Recognize issues or problems of organization that one belongs including a company, a party, and 
a group, and be able to suggest operational direction (including raising awareness of related 
personnel, instructing related personnel, setting up a discussion opportunity, encouraging 
participants for active involvement and expression, and dealing appropriately with objections or 
counterarguments by separating arguments and save discussion and put it into an agenda of the 
next meeting) 

2)   Be able to suggest an unanimously agreeable goal by reviewing different opinions from a new view 
of perspective (including differences in relationships between each division and each division’s 
strategy, and competition map, industrial activities, and national standardization policy of rival 
companies). 

3)   Respect related personnel’s position and build trustworthy relationship with related personnel by 
following the direction. 

j) Presentation 
Satisfy two or more of the following; 

1)  Be able to understand referral contents of responsible operations (including subjective standard, 
discussion contents, conversation, questions, opinions, emails, phone calls, regulations, thesis, 
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procedures, trends, examples, issues, and other related information) in an appropriate language 
(including technical terms) well enough so one can exchange information, and execute operations 
(including analysis and surveys). 

2)  In order to execute operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, share information, 
negotiation, reporting, creating a meeting summary, and emails), be able to explain (including 
making presentation documents) and convince in clear, simple, logical, plain, appropriate way 
with necessary written languages. 

3)  In order to execute operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, collect information, 
share information, negotiation, facilitate meetings, conversation, make a statement, phone 
calls, and presentation) be able to explain, present, and convince in a clear, simple, logical, plain, 
appropriate way with necessary spoken languages. 

k) Technology 
Satisfy the following; 

1)   Be able to understand and explain related technical fields of standardization strategy operations 
(including background, effect, influence, contents of technology, feature, self-developed 
technology, similar technology including technical terms, technical trends, and technical 
discussion, related technology, competitors’ technology, under-development technology standard 
technology, technology dealt by IPR policy, and advantageousness), and execute operations. 

l) Operation 
Satisfy two or more of the following including the item 3); 

1)   Under proper time management, be able to understand and explain referral contents of operations 
(including information regarding governmental standardization agency, operational abstract to 
make a draft, IP related knowledge, law related knowledge including WTO/TBT arrangements, 
business model examples applying standardization or IP, internal policy, internal procedures, 
external procedures, trends, examples, and issues) and execute operations. 

2)   Be able to report contents of incidents when any of referral contents found incorrect in accordance 
with executing operations. 

3)   Be able to find out issues and guide to solutions in accordance with executing applicable operations. 

m) Miscellaneous 
Satisfy zero or more of the following;

1)··· 

As for the skill card for task “1) Strategy planning for standardization” and skill cards of level 2 for all other 
tasks, the descriptions with underline show the difference from the template and the descriptions using 
subscript characters show deletion from the template. As for the skill cards of level 1 and level 3 for the 
tasks, the descriptions with bold characters shows addition to the corresponding skill card of level 2, and the 
description using subscript characters show deletion from the corresponding skill card of level 2. 

8  Skill cards 

1) Strategy planning for standardization 
Note 6: No skill level determination is not applied for this task 1). 

==Evaluation criteria on performance== 

a) Responsibility 
Operated applicable operation as standardization personal in-charge 

b) Experience 
Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following autonomously; 

1) By considering the relationship with corporate strategy (including marketing strategy, brand 
strategy), R&D strategy, IP strategy (Including effective use of open/close strategy depending on 
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the circumstance), review the proposed strategy, determine on standardization strategy, execute 
and manage. 

2) By considering the relationship with corporate strategy (including marketing strategy, brand 
strategy), R&D strategy, IP strategy (Including effective use of open/close strategy depending on 
the circumstance), make a decision on conducting standardization or not. 

3) By considering the relationship with corporate strategy (including marketing strategy, brand 
strategy), R&D strategy, IP strategy (Including effective use of open/close strategy depending on 
the circumstance), make a decision on selecting De facto, Forum/Consortium, or De jure.

4) By considering the relationship with corporate strategy (including marketing strategy, brand 
strategy), R&D strategy, IP strategy (Including effective use of open/close strategy depending on 
the circumstance), adapt business model which utilizes standard and make a decision on execution. 

5) Participated standardization related conference. 

c) Achievements 
Achieved and/or experienced two or more of the following; 

1)    As a result of operation indicated in experience, contributed to corporate result with standardization 
activity. (Including those of individual and of group; this applies to the rest). 

2) As a result of operation indicated in experience, appropriately managed the standardization 
division in the company

3)  As a result of operation indicated in experience, positively influenced strategy of own company, 
industry, government and/or international standardization organization 

4)  The outcome of operations listed in the contents of “Experience” had been referred to by any 
investors and shareholders. 

d) Contribution 
Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following; 

1) Conducted trainings or advised junior employees. 

2) Created manual for assigned operations. 

1)  Taught any internal/external training seminar (including seminars or study sessions for public, 
children, university students, corporations, or industries). 

2)  Participated in internal/external committee as a member (including those of related industries and 
public offices). 

5) Published a thesis based on assigned operations or specification. 

6) Presented in an academic conference or an exhibition regarding assigned operations, product, or specification. 

3) Composed or published documents (including newspapers, journals, and websites) regarding 
information (including information or interpretation regarding specification, information of 
compatibility, and personal operational experiences). 

4) Provided know-how to internal/external related personnel based on personal operational 
experiences. 

==Evaluation criteria on capability == 

e) Business Comprehension Skill 
Satisfy all of the followings; 

1) Understand each division’s policy and differentiation within open and closed strategy among 
Corporate strategy, business strategy, research and development strategy, and intellectual 
property strategy, and be able to understand, explain, and apply positioning of standardization-
related operation throughout a whole organization including personally assigned operations own 
operation(including domestic, international, and industrial positioning and understanding merit 
and demerit of positioning) by referring to related standardization strategy. 
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2)  Be able to understand, explain, and suggest how standardization-related operation throughout a 
whole organization including personally assigned operations can contribute to corporate strategy, 
business strategy, research and development strategy, and intellectual property strategy. 

f) Communication 
Fulfill all of the following; 

1)  Be able to collect, share, and exchange information smoothly with related personnel from related 
internal division, domestic and international companies, and the industry. 

2)  Be able to understand explanation correctly provided by related personnel from internal related 
division, domestic and international companies, and the industry. 

3)   Be able to associate and cooperate with related personnel from internal related division, domestic 
and international companies, and the industry. 

4)  Be able to find collaborators and create a network among related personnel from internal related 
division, domestic and international companies, and the industry. 

5)  Be able to create a meeting report, break down other people’s arguments, and explain how they 
affect internally to related personnel from internal related division, domestic and international 
companies, and the industry. 

g) Negotiation 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)   Be able to make an appointment and set up a meeting (and provide an opportunity for a negotiation 
by making appointment as off-line.) 

2)  Be able to present self-opinion, explain self-argument, and convince. 

3)  Be able to draw other people’s opinions or arguments. 

4)  Be able to understand a point of an argument and move an argument forward to agreement. 
Understand internal corporate guideline, prioritize comprisable matters, and enable to judge 
situation for corporate merit and demerit perspective while understand and respect other 
people’s opinion and/or position. 

h) Plan ning 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1) Be able to find out issues from the current situation(including the positioning from overall 
perspective) and to propose one or more own solutions (including direction) 

i) Leadership 

Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Recognize issues or problems of organization that one belongs and be able to suggest operational 
direction (including raising awareness of related personnel, instructing related personnel, setting 
up a discussion opportunity, encouraging participants for active involvement and expression, and 
dealing appropriately with objections or counterarguments by separating arguments and save 
discussion and put it into an agenda of the next meeting) 

2)   Be able to suggest an unanimously agreeable goal by reviewing different opinions from a new view 
of perspective (including differences in relationships between each division and each division’s 
strategy, and competition map, industrial activities, and national standardization policy of rival 
companies). 

3)   Respect related personnel’s position and build trustworthy relationship with related personnel by 
following the direction. 

j) Presentation 
Satisfy all of the following; 
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1)  Be able to understand referral contents of responsible operations (including subjective standard, 
discussion contents, conversation, questions, opinions, emails, phone calls, regulations, thesis, 
procedures, trends, examples, issues, and other related information) in an appropriate language 
(including technical terms) well enough so one can exchange information, and execute operations. 

2)  In order to execute responsible operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, share 
information, negotiation, reporting, creating a meeting summary, and emails), be able to 
explain (including making presentation documents) and convince in clear, simple, logical, plain, 
appropriate way with necessary written languages. 

3)  In order to execute responsible operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, collect 
information, share information, negotiation, facilitate meetings, conversation, make a statement, 
phone calls, and presentation) be able to explain, present, and convince in a clear, simple, logical, 
plain, appropriate way with necessary spoken languages. 

k) Technology 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1) Be able to understand and explain related technical fields of assigned operations (including 
background, effect, influence, contents of technology, feature, self-developed technology, 
similar technology including technical terms, technical trends, and technical discussion, related 
technology, competitors’ technology, under-development technology standard technology, IPR, 
technology dealt by policy, and advantageousness), and execute operations. 

l) Operation 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Under proper time management, be able to understand and explain the knowledge and information, 
i.e. referred contents are own company policy, procedure, tendency, business case and issues, on 
assigned operations and execute operations. 

2)   Be able to report contents of incidents when any of referral contents found incorrect in accordance 
with executing operations. 

3)   Be able to find out issues and guide to solutions in accordance with executing applicable operations. 

m) Miscellaneous 
Satisfy zero or more of the following; 

1)  Have an interest, concern, or curiosity for products, technology, and different culture. 

2) Be understanding of different culture including history and religion, other corporations, and 
associated corporations. 

2) Information collecting/analyzing/evaluating and tactics planning 

2-1) Level 1 

== Evaluation criteria on performance== 

a) Responsibility 
Supported as an assistant (such as a committee member of an in-house committee, those who served on the 
committee of national standardization organizations, or who participated in the international standardization 
organizations or its equivalent institutions with a leader). 

b) Experience 
Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following under a leader. 

1)   Conducted surveys on related standard specifications, and reported trends of related organizations 
(including companies, countries and industries) for one or more deliberation for standardization 
strategy for one’s company, a country, and/or an industry. 

2)  Understanding trends in 1) and conducted one of the following: confirming positioning of one’s 
company, analyzing advantageousness, and finding out issues (including technology aspects, user 
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aspects, accessibility, market expansion, and industrial influencers). 

3)  Based on research results and/or issues, consulted related divisions (including divisions of planning, 
technology, quality, intellectual property, and environment). 

4) Understand domestic and international situation (including attending meetings of industry 
associations and research on overseas trends) and reported one or both of the outlines of a 
proposed possible standardization strategy or issues. 

c) Achievement (optional) 
Achieved and/or experienced zero or more of the following; 

1)  Influenced company’s direction for product development resulting from operations listed in the 
contents of “Experience” (including those of individual and of group. This applies to the rest). 

2)  Clarified company’s positioning resulting from operations listed in the contents of “Experience.” 

3) Influenced other company’s standardization strategy resulting from operations listed in the 
contents of “Experience.” 

4)  Expanded market size and/or share of applicable business or technology resulting from operations 
listed in the contents of “Experience.” 

5)   Had internal/external related personnel understand positive and negative influences and effects 
of a product lifecycle resulting from operations listed in the contents of “Experience.” 

6)   Proceeded operations listed in the contents of “Experience” on self-developed main products or 
under-development products. 

7) The outcome of operations listed in the contents of “Experience” had been referred to by any 
executives and shareholders. 

d) Contribution 
Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following. 1) Conducted trainings or advised junior 
employees 

1) Created manual for assigned operations. 

2) Taught any internal/external training seminar (including seminars or study sessions for public, 
children, university students, corporations, or industries). 

3)  Participated in internal/external committee as a member (including those of related industries and 
public offices). 

4) Published a thesis based on assigned operations or standard. 

5)  Presented in an academic conference or an exhibition regarding assigned operations, product, or 
standard. 

6) Composed or published documents (including newspapers, journals, and websites) regarding 
information (including information or interpretation regarding specification, information of 
compatibility, and personal operational experiences). 

7) Provided know-how to internal/external related personnel based on personal operational 
experiences. 

== Evaluation criteria on capability== 

e) Business Comprehension 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Understand each division’s policy and differentiation within open and closed strategy among 
corporate strategy, business strategy, research and development strategy, and intellectual property 
strategy, and be able to understand minimally, explain, and apply positioning of personally assigned 
operations (including domestic, international, and industrial positioning and understanding merit 
and demerit of positioning) by referring to related standardization strategy. 
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2)   Be able to understand, explain, and suggest how can personally assigned operations can contribute 
to corporate strategy, business strategy, research and development strategy, intellectual property 
strategy (including differentiation within open and closed strategy), and/or related standardization 
strategy. 

f) Communication 
Satisfy one or more of the following; 

1)  Be able to collect, share, and/or exchange information smoothly with related personnel (including 
leaders, internal related division, other domestic companies, and/or representatives of industries. 

2)  Be able to explain simply to related personnel (including leaders and internal related division). 

3)  Be able to understand explanation correctly provided by related personnel (including leaders, 
internal related division, other domestic companies, and/or representatives of industries). 

4)  Be able to associate and cooperate with related personnel (including leaders and internal related 
division). 

5)  Be able to find collaborators and create a network among related personnel. 

g) Negotiation 
Satisfy one or more of the following; 

1)  Be able to make an appointment and set up a meeting for a negotiation. 

1)  Be able to present self-opinion, explain self-argument, and convince. 

2)  Be able to understand a point of an argument and move an argument forward to agreement. 
Understand internal corporate guideline and prioritize comprisable matters while understand and 
respect other people’s opinion and/or position. 

h) Planning 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1) Under a leader, be able to find out issues from collected information, research results, and 
advantageousness of technology, and to propose own solution. 

i) Leadership 
Satisfy one or more of the following; 

1)  Be able to recognize issues or problems of organization that one belongs (including a company, a 
party, and a group) and be able to suggest operational direction (including raising awareness of 
related personnel, instructing related personnel, setting up a discussion opportunity, encouraging 
participants for active involvement and expression, and dealing appropriately with objections or 
counterarguments by separating arguments and save discussion and put it into an agenda of the 
next meeting). 

2)  Be able to suggest an unanimously agreeable goal by reviewing different opinions from a new 
view of perspective (including differences in relationships between each division and each 
division’s strategy and rival companies of competition mapping, industrial activities, and national 
standardization policy). 

3)  Respect related personnel’s position and build trustworthy relationship with related personnel by 
following the direction. 

j) Presentation 
Satisfy one or more of the following; 

1   Be able to understand referral contents of operations (including subjective standard, discussion 
contents, conversation, questions, opinions, emails, phone calls, regulations, thesis, procedures, 
trends, examples, issues, and other related information) in an appropriate language (including 
technical terms) well enough so one can exchange information, and execute operations (including 
analysis and surveys). 
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2)   In order to create a specification, be able to reflect intentions in accordance with necessary rules 
(including directives) and with necessary languages. 

3)  In order to execute operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, share information, 
negotiation, reporting, creating a meeting summary, and emails), be able to explain (including 
making presentation documents) and convince in clear, simple, logical, plain, appropriate way 
with necessary written languages. 

4)  In order to execute operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, collect information, 
share information, negotiation, facilitate meetings, conversation, make a statement, phone 
calls, and presentation) be able to explain, present, and convince in a clear, simple, logical, plain, 
appropriate way with necessary spoken languages. 

k) Technology 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Be able to understand minimally and explain related technical fields of standardization strategy 
operations (including background, effect, influence, contents of technology, feature, self-
developed technology, similar technology including technical terms, technical trends, and technical 
discussion, related technology, competitors’ technology, under-development technology standard 
technology, technology dealt by IPR policy, and advantageousness), and execute operations. 

l) Operation 
Satisfy two or more (must include the item3)) of the following; 

1)  Under proper time management, be able to understand minimally and explain referral contents 
of operations (including information regarding governmental standardization agency, operational 
abstract to make a draft, IP related knowledge, law related knowledge including WTO/TBT 
arrangements, business model examples applying standardization or IP, internal policy, internal 
procedures, external procedures, trends, examples, and issues) and execute operations. 

2)   Be able to report contents of incidents when any of referral contents found incorrect in accordance 
with executing operations. 

3)  Under a leader, be able to find out issues and guide to solutions in accordance with executing 
applicable operations. 

m) Miscellaneous (optional) 
Satisfy zero or more of the following; 

1) Have an interest, concern, or curiosity for products, technology, different culture, and other 
corporations and industries. 

2)  Be understanding of different culture including history and religion, other corporations, and 
associated corporations. 

2-2) Level 2 

== Evaluation criteria on performance== 

a) Responsibility 
Operated as a representative (served as a committee of the international standardization organization or its 
equivalent institution). 

b) Experience 
Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following autonomously.

1) Conducted surveys on related standard specifications, and understood trends of related 
organizations (including companies, countries, industries) for one or more deliberation for 
standardization strategy for one’s company, a country, and/or an industry. 

2)  Understanding trends in “1)” and conducted one of the following: confirming positioning of one’s 
company, analyzing advantageousness, and finding out issues (including technology aspects, user 
aspects, accessibility, market expansion, and industrial influencers). 
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3) Based on research results and/or issues, consulted related divisions (including divisions of 
planning, technology, quality, intellectual property, and environment), adjusted, and acquired 
their understanding. 

4) Understand domestic and international situation (including attending meetings of industry 
associations and research on overseas trends) and recognized one or both of the outlines of a 
proposed possible standardization strategy or issues. 

5)   Understand a domestic and international situation, adjusted in accordance with relevant divisions, 
and modified the outline of a standardization strategy draft. 

6)   Created standardization strategy draft given the condition that satisfies at least one of the steps 
“1)” to “5)”above. 

c) Achievement 

Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following; 

1)  Influenced company’s direction for product development resulting from operations listed in the 
contents of “Experience” (including those of individual and of group. This applies to the rest). 

2)  Clarified company’s positioning resulting from operations listed in the contents of “Experience.” 

3) Influenced other company’s standardization strategy resulting from operations listed in the 
contents of “Experience.” 

4)  Expanded market size and/or share of applicable business or technology resulting from operations 
listed in the contents of “Experience.” 

5)  Had internal/external related personnel understand positive and negative influences and effects of 
a product lifecycle resulting from operations listed in the contents of “Experience.” 

6)  Proceeded operations listed in the contents of “Experience” on self-developed main products or 
under-development products. 

7)  The outcome of operations listed in the contents of “Experience” had been referred to by any 
executives and shareholders. 

d) Contribution 

Achieved and/or experienced one or more of the following; 

1)  Conducted trainings or advised junior employees 

2)  Created manual for assigned operations. 

3) Taught any internal/external training seminar (including seminars or study sessions for public, 
children, university students, corporations, or industries). 

4)  Participated in internal/external committee as a member (including those of related industries and 
public offices). 

5)  Published a thesis based on assigned operations or specification. 

6)  Presented in an academic conference or an exhibition regarding assigned operations, product, or 
specification. 

7) Composed or published documents (including newspapers, journals, and websites) regarding 
information (including information or interpretation regarding specification, information of 
compatibility, and personal operational experiences). 

8) Provided know-how to internal/external related personnel based on personal operational 
experiences. 
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== Evaluation criteria on capability== 

e) Business Comprehension 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Understand each division’s policy and differentiation within open and closed strategy among 
corporate strategy, business strategy, research and development strategy, and intellectual 
property strategy, and be able to understand, explain, and apply positioning of personally assigned 
operations (including domestic, international, and industrial positioning and understanding merit 
and demerit of positioning) by referring to related standardization strategy. 

2)   Be able to understand, explain, and suggest how can personally assigned operations can contribute 
to corporate strategy, business strategy, research and development strategy, intellectual property 
strategy (including differentiation within open and closed strategy), and/or related standardization 
strategy. 

f) Communication 
Satisfy two or more of the following; 

1)  Be able to collect, share, and exchange information smoothly with related personnel (including 
internal related division, other domestic and international companies, and/or representatives of 
industries). 

2)  Be able to create a meeting summary, break down other people’s arguments, and explain how 
they affect internally to related personnel (including internal related division, other domestic and 
international companies, and/or representatives of industries) 

3)  Be able to understand explanation correctly provided by related personnel (including internal  
related division, other domestic and international companies, and/or representatives of 
industries). 

4)  Be able to associate and cooperate with related personnel from internal related division, other 
domestic and international companies, and/or representatives of industries). 

5)  Be able to find collaborators and create a network among related personnel (including internal 
related division, other domestic and international companies, and/or representatives of industries). 

g) Negotiation 
Satisfy two or more of the following; 

1)  Be able to make an appointment and set up a meeting for a negotiation. 

2)  Be able to present self-opinion, explain self-argument, and convince. 

3)  Be able to draw other people’s opinions or arguments. 

4)  Be able to understand a point of an argument and move an argument forward to agreement. 
Understand internal corporate guideline, prioritize comprisable matters, and enable to judge 
situation for corporate merit and demerit perspective while understand and respect other 
people’s opinion and/or position. 

h) Planning 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Be able to find out issues from collected information, research results, and advantageousness 
of technology, and to propose one or more own solutions including standardization tactics and 
standardization strategy planning upon consideration of merit and demerit when standardization 
is applied. 

i) Leadership 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Recognize issues or problems of organization that one belongs (including a company, a party, 
and a group) and be able to suggest operational direction (including raising awareness of related 
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personnel, instructing related personnel, setting up a discussion opportunity, encouraging 
participants for active involvement and expression, and dealing appropriately with objections or 
counterarguments by separating arguments and save discussion and put it into an agenda of the 
next meeting). 

2)  Be able to suggest an unanimously agreeable goal by reviewing different opinions from a new 
view of perspective (including differences in relationships between each division and each 
division’s strategy and rival companies of competition mapping, industrial activities, and national 
standardization policy). 

3)   Respect related personnel’s position and build trustworthy relationship with related personnel by 
following the direction. 

j) Presentation 
Satisfy two or more of the following; 

1)  Be able to understand referral contents of operations (including subjective standard, discussion 
contents, conversation, questions, opinions, emails, phone calls, regulations, thesis, procedures, 
trends, examples, issues, and other related information) in an appropriate language (including 
technical terms) well enough so one can exchange information, and execute operations (including 
analysis and surveys). 

2)  In order to create a specification, be able to reflect intentions in accordance with necessary rules 
(including directives) and with necessary languages. 

3)  In order to execute operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, share information, 
negotiation, reporting, creating a meeting summary, and emails), be able to explain (including 
making presentation documents) and convince in clear, simple, logical, plain, appropriate way 
with necessary written languages. 

4)  In order to execute operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, collect information, 
share information, negotiation, facilitate meetings, conversation, make a statement, phone 
calls, and presentation) be able to explain, present, and convince in a clear, simple, logical, plain, 
appropriate way with necessary spoken languages. 

k) Technology 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Be able to understand and explain related technical fields of standardization strategy operations 
(including background, effect, influence, contents of technology, feature, self-developed 
technology, similar technology including technical terms, technical trends, and technical 
discussion, related technology, competitors’ technology, under-development technology standard 
technology, technology dealt by IPR policy, and advantageousness), and execute operations. 

l) Operation 
Satisfy two or more (must include the item 3)) of the following; 

1)   Under proper time management, be able to understand and explain referral contents of operations 
(including information regarding governmental standardization agency, operational abstract to 
make a draft, IP related knowledge, law related knowledge including WTO/TBT arrangements, 
business model examples applying standardization or IP, internal policy, internal procedures, 
external procedures, trends, examples, and issues) and execute operations. 

2)   Be able to report contents of incidents when any of referral contents found incorrect in accordance 
with executing operations. 

3)   Be able to find out issues and guide to solutions in accordance with executing applicable operations. 

m) Miscellaneous(O ptional) 
Satisfy zero or more of the following; 

1) Have an interest, concern, or curiosity for products, technology, different culture, and other 
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corporations and industries. 

2) Be understanding of different culture including history and religion, other corporations, and 
associated corporations. 

2-3) Level 3 

== Evaluation criteria on performance== 

a) Responsibility 
Operated as a leader (served as a official post of the international standardization organization or its equivalent 
institution). 

b) Experience 
Achieved and/or experienced two or more of the following with leading; 

1) Conducted surveys on related standard specifications, and understood trends of related 
organizations (including companies, countries, industries) for one or more deliberation for 
standardization strategy for one’s company, a country, and/or an industry. 

2)  Understanding trends in “1)” and conducted one of the following: confirming positioning of one’s 
company, analyzing advantageousness, and finding out issues (including technology aspects, user 
aspects, accessibility, market expansion, and industrial influencers). 

3)  Based on research results and/or issues, consulted related divisions (including divisions of planning, 
technology, quality control, intellectual property, and environment), adjusted, and acquired their 
understanding. 

4) Understand domestic and international situation (including attending meetings of industry 
associations and research on overseas trends) and recognized one or both of the outlines of a 
proposed possible standardization strategy or issues. 

5)  Understand a domestic and international situation, adjusted in accordance with relevant divisions, 
and modified the outline of a standardization strategy draft. 

6)  Created standardization strategy draft given the condition that satisfies at least one of the steps 
“1)” to “5)”above. 

c) Achievement 
Achieved and/or experienced two or more of the following; 

1) Influenced company’s direction for product development resulting from operations listed in the 
contents of “Experience” (including those of individual and of group. This applies to the rest). 

2)  Clarified company’s positioning resulting from operations listed in the contents of “Experience.” 

3) Influenced other company’s standardization strategy resulting from operations listed in the 
contents of “Experience.” 

4)   Expanded market size and/or share of applicable business or technology resulting from operations 
listed in the contents of “Experience.” 

5)   Had internal/external related personnel understand positive and negative influences and effects 
of a product lifecycle resulting from operations listed in the contents of “Experience.” 

6)  Proceeded operations listed in the contents of “Experience” on self-developed main products or 
under-development products. 

7) The outcome of operations listed in the contents of “Experience” had been referred to by any 
executives and shareholders. 

d) Contribution 
Achieved and/or experienced two or more of the following; 

1)  Conducted trainings or advised junior employees 

2)  Created manual for assigned operations. 
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3)  Taught any internal/external training seminar (including seminars or study sessions for public, 
children, university students, corporations, or industries). 

4)  Participated in internal/external committee as a member (including those of related industries and 
public offices). 

5)  Published a thesis based on assigned operations or specification. 

6)  Presented in an academic conference or an exhibition regarding assigned operations, product, or 
specification. 

7) Composed or published documents (including newspapers, journals, and websites) regarding 
information (including information or interpretation regarding specification, information of 
compatibility, and personal operational experiences). 

8) Provided know-how to internal/external related personnel based on personal operational 
experiences. 

== Evaluation criteria on capability== 

e) Business Comprehension 
Satisfy all of the followings; 

1)  Understand each division’s policy and differentiation within open and closed strategy among 
Corporate strategy, business strategy, research and development strategy, and intellectual 
property strategy, and be able to understand, explain, and apply positioning of standardization-
related operation throughout a whole organization including personally assigned operations 
(including domestic, international, and industrial positioning and understanding merit and demerit 
of positioning) by referring to related standardization strategy. Be able to understand, explain, 
and suggest how standardization-related operation throughout a whole organization including 
personally assigned operations can contribute to corporate strategy, business strategy, research 
and development strategy, and intellectual property strategy. 

f) Communication 
Fulfill all of the following; 

1)  Be able to collect, share, and exchange information smoothly with related personnel from related 
internal division, domestic and international companies, and the industry. 

2)  Be able to understand explanation correctly provided by related personnel from internal related 
division, domestic and international companies, and the industry. 

3)   Be able to associate and cooperate with related personnel from internal related division, domestic 
and international companies, and the industry. 

4)   Be able to find collaborators and create a network among related personnel from internal related 
division, domestic and international companies, and the industry. 

5)   Be able to create a meeting report, break down other people’s arguments, and explain how they 
affect internally to related personnel from internal related division, domestic and international 
companies, and the industry. 

g) Negotiation 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Be able to make an appointment, set up a meeting, and provide an opportunity for a negotiation. 

2)  Be able to present self-opinion, explain self-argument, and convince. 

3)  Be able to draw other people’s opinions or arguments. 

4)  Be able to understand a point of an argument and move an argument forward to agreement. 
Understand internal corporate guideline, prioritize comprisable matters, and enable to judge 
situation for corporate merit and demerit perspective while understand and respect other 
people’s opinion and/or position. 
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h) Planning 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Be able to find out issues from collected information, research results, and advantageousness of 
technology with leading, and to propose one or more own solutions including standardization 
tactics and standardization strategy planning upon consideration of merit and demerit when 
standardization is applied. 

i) Leadership 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Recognize issues or problems of organization that one belongs including a company, a party, 
and a group, and be able to suggest operational direction(including raising awareness of related 
personnel, instructing related personnel, setting up a discussion opportunity, encouraging 
participants for active involvement and expression, and dealing appropriately with objections or 
counterarguments by separating arguments and save discussion and put it into an agenda of the 
next meeting), manage and control progress of a project, and evaluate. 

2)   Be able to suggest an unanimously agreeable goal by reviewing different opinions from a new view 
of perspective (including differences in relationships between each division and each division’s 
strategy, and competition map, industrial activities, and national standardization policy of rival 
companies). 

3)   Respect related personnel’s position and build trustworthy relationship with related personnel by 
following the direction. 

j) Presentation 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Be able to understand referral contents of operations (including subjective standard, discussion 
contents, conversation, questions, opinions, emails, phone calls, regulations, thesis, procedures, 
trends, examples, issues, and other related information) in an appropriate language (including 
technical terms) well enough so one can exchange information, and execute operations (including 
analysis and surveys). 

2)   In order to create a specification, be able to reflect intentions in accordance with necessary rules 
(including directives) and with necessary languages. 

3)  In order to execute operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, share information, 
negotiation, reporting, creating a meeting summary, and emails), be able to explain (including 
making presentation documents) and convince in clear, simple, logical, plain, appropriate way 
with necessary written languages. 

4)  In order to execute operations (exchange opinions with related personnel, collect information, 
share information, negotiation, facilitate meetings, conversation, make a statement, phone 
calls, and presentation) be able to explain, present, and convince in a clear, simple, logical, plain, 
appropriate way with necessary spoken languages. 

k) Technology 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Be able to understand and explain related technical fields of standardization strategy operations 
(including background, effect, influence, contents of technology, feature, self-developed technology, 
similar technology including technical terms, technical trends, and technical discussion, related 
technology, competitors’ technology, under-development technology standard technology, IPR, 
technology dealt by policy, and advantageousness), apply to operations based on comprehension, 
and execute operations. 

l) Operation 
Satisfy all of the following; 

1)  Under proper time management, be able to understand and explain referral contents of operations 
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(including information regarding governmental standardization agency, operational abstract to 
make a draft, IP related knowledge, law related knowledge including WTO/TBT arrangements, 
business model examples applying standardization or IP, internal policy, internal procedures, 
external procedures, trends, examples, and issues), apply to operations based on comprehension, 
and execute operations. 

2)   Be able to report contents of incidents when any of referral contents found incorrect in accordance 
with executing operations. 

3)  Be able to find out issues and guide to solutions (be able to instruct subordinate personnel) in 
accordance with executing applicable operations. 

m) Miscellaneous (Optional) 
Fulfill zero or more of the following; 

1) Have an interest, concern, or curiosity for products, technology, different culture, and other corporations 
and industries. 

2) Be understanding of different culture including history and religion, other corporations, and associated 
corporations. 

 3) Supervising (Strategy) 

through 

36) Considering intellectual properties 

are omitted by page restrictions. 

Annex A (informative) Applications 

A.1 Various applications 

A.1.1 Use for a corporation 

a) Understanding of existing skill 

The skill standard can be used to comprehend and describe present situation of standardization human 
resource. An example of the use case: Evaluating the skills of three members in our standardization group 
by using the skill cards of the task “11) Developing associated technology”, two of them had a skill of level 1, 
the other level 2. 

b) Setting a target of education 

The skill standard can be used to set a target of education for standardization human resource. An example 
of the use case: Our corporation introduced the strategy to develop international standards based on our 
corporate specifications. Therefore, skills of all the members in our standardization group regarding the task 
11) defined by the skill standard should be level 3. To do so, the goal for the member with skill level 2 should 
be set to level 3, and the goal for the members with skill level 1 should be set to level 3 within 2 years through 
an OJT. 

c) Evaluating effects of education 

The skill standard can be used to evaluate effects of the actual education with the target. An example of 
the use case: The member with skill level 2 was confirmed to have reached his goal of level 3 by evaluating 
his skill using the corresponding skill card. The two members with skill level 1 were still below the level 2. It 
is difficult to raise the level in a short time through only an OJT, we should conduct an OffJT using external 
training programs targeting skill level 2. 

d) Collecting standardization human resource 

The skill standard can be used to collect standardization human resources by informing, for example, that 
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a position is open for person who has a skill of level 2 and above for the task “30) Liaison establishing 
(Promotion)” defined by the skill standard. 

e) Re-allocating standardization human resource 

The skill standard can be used to re-allocate standardization human resource. An example of the use case: 
Evaluating skill levels of all the standardization human resources in the distributed companies, it was found 
that members with high skill levels were concentrated in a business company. It will be possible to help 
raising skill levels of all the companies by combining re-allocation of human resource and OJT. 

f) Explaining tasks of standardization 

The skill standard can be used to explain tasks of standardization. An example of the use case: To explain 
the kinds of tasks of standardization and the required skill levels, the handout was created for the company 
executives or human resource department, referring to the skill standard. 

g) Development of education programs or materials for standardization human resource 

The skill standard can be used for development of education programs or materials for standardization 
human resource in education organizations including a university. An example of the use case: This training 
program is for students of the skill level 2 for the task “15) Drafting standards (De jure standards)” defined in 
the skill standard. 

A.1.2 Use for a person 

a) Career development 

The skill standard can be used for career development of a person. An example of the use case: By self 
evaluation based on the skill standard, I found I have a skill of level 3 for the task “16) Drafting standards 
(Forum/Consortium standards)”, and a skill of level 1 for the task “2) Information collecting/analyzing/
evaluating and tactics planning”. Since my company adopted recently the strategy to promote consortium 
standards, I would like to voluntarily raise my skill level for the task 2) to level 2. I will find what I shall do next 
in accordance with the skill standard. 

A.2 Guideline to introduction 

A.2.1 Extraction of the necessary tasks 

The skill standard covers so much extensive tasks for standardization that it may include tasks which are 
not necessary for some corporations. Therefore it is recommended to extract only the required tasks for 
standardization from the Table 1 and use only the corresponding skill cards for the corporation. 

A.2.2 Customization of skill cards 

Some items of skill evaluation criteria include a choice, indicating for example “A, B, or C”. Unnecessary 
choice can be deleted for customization, indicating for example “A or C”. Regarding example items described 
as “... etc”, a customization can be done by replacing it with an equivalent item. Regarding an option item 
described as “zero or more”, a customization can be done by deleting it, 

A.3 FAQ 

a) Question 1 

[Q] The skill standard defines that the lowest skill level is level 1. How shall we deal with much lower skill 
level? 

[A] There is no level lower than level 1 in this skill standard. If you have experienced one of the items listed, 
your skill can be classified to level 1 even without any achievement. It is a rarely seen case that the skill level 
1 cannot be applied. 

b) Question 2 

[Q] If one has no achievement, is it impossible to apply the skill level 2 or 3? 

[A] If one will surely have an achievement in the near future, he may be dealt with as having an achievement. 
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Framework of Standardization Education System

Standardization education has become an important and hot topic for the circle of standardization and 
the academic community worldwide. It faces great opportunities for development and many challenges, 
such as limited time, difficult tasks, great demand for talents, and many priorities. How to comprehensively 
explore and work out standardization education in all aspects and especially the model of the cultivation of 
professional talents has become a pressing fundamental task with strategic significance in the enterprise of 
standardization. The China National Institute of Standardization sets up “system of standardization education” 
and analyzes all the factors involved in standardization education to work out the framework and some issues 
that we shall focus on in standardization education. 

System refers to “a collective body of connected elements that achieve designated functions towards a 
certain goal.” Graph shows the composition of the system of standardization education. Similar to other 
systems, the system of standardization education consists of input, output, process, feedback, and impact 
factor. Through the connection of all factors, we accomplish the systematic aim: turning the educational 
recipients of different levels and backgrounds into a team of standardization staff that are abundant, high-
quality, well structured and competent. 

I. System input: Educational recipient
Educational recipients are the input in the system of standardization education. Before we carry out 
educational activities, we shall categorize the educational recipients and choose educational methods based 
on the characteristics of different categories of personnel. 

Based on the ways in receiving education, educational recipients can be divided into three categories: 
students in schools, employees, and the masses. Based on whether they receive standardization professional 
education, students in schools can be further divided into professionals who study related majors and non-
professionals who study some curriculums. Based on vocational characteristics, employees can be further 
divided into full-time standardization staff and part-time staff .  

II. System output: Team of standardization talent 
Team of standardization talent is the “output” of the system of standardization education. The team mainly 
consists of “standardization talents”, namely persons who master professional knowledge or expertise of 
standardization, are competent in domestic and international standardization activities, engage in creative 
work in all kinds of standardization tasks, and make contribution to the enterprise of standardization, who 
mainly consist of standardization technicians, standardization researchers, and standardization administrative 
managers. Other persons who have received school education or mass education are also an important part 
of the team of talents as backup. 

To design and carry out the cultivation of standardization talents is to turn “educational recipients” into 
“personnel of all types and all levels who master standardization knowledge and development tendency and 
are competent to engage in all kinds of standardization works”. 

III. Operation process of the educational system
The operation process of the standardization education system follows educational method as the channels, 
takes knowledge system as the foundation, and relies on the teaching system which consists of faculty system 
and curriculum system. 

1. Educational method

Educational method is the manifestation of the educational process. Studying the characteristics of all kinds 
of educational methods and resolving the problem of the connection between major educational methods 
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and market application can provide effective channels for the internal and external connections of the system 
of standardization education. Based on different educational channels, the ways to cultivate standardization 
talents can be divided into three categories: School education, vocational education and mass education. (1). 
School education refers to the comprehensive and systematic training and educational activities provided 
with aim, organization, and plan by the educational institutions certificated by educational department 
and taught by professional instructors. It has certain admission conditions and stipulated requirement for 
graduation. Based on the teaching levels, school education can be divided into primary, middle and higher 
education. (2). Vocational education refers to organized and systematic activities for staff who work relate 
with standard and standardization work (or plan to work on related area), including all kinds of training and 
job training of standardization. (3). Mass education targets the masses, focuses on popularizing common-
sense knowledge and is carried out through radio, TV, Internet, and public activities such as exhibitions and 
expositions. 

2. Knowledge system

Knowledge system is the foundation of the content in educational system. Knowledge is the basis of ability. 
The formation of academic ability comes from the deep understanding over detailed knowledge and 
knowledge system. Academic knowledge system means that the concepts in the discipline and the judgment 
that connects these concepts form a clearly hierarchical and rigorously structured logic system through 
reasoning and verification. The knowledge system of standardization education that consists of knowledge 
regarding what, why and how about standard and standardization. If we analyze, summarize, deduct and 
extract the core knowledge needed for standardization education and push the training institution and 
market application departments to reach consensus on the understanding of knowledge, we facilitate the 
accurate connection between training goals and demand for talents.  

3. Teaching system

The operation of the teaching system is directly related to the operation of the standardization education 
process and consists of faculty system and curriculum system. (1). Faculty system consists of school teachers 
and experts in the field. School teachers are familiar with the teaching system’s operation methods and 
rules in education, and experts in the field claim deep knowledge about standard and standardization. The 
effective interaction and cooperation of these two groups guarantees the human resources for the effective 
operation of standardization education system. (2). Curriculum system includes three parts: teaching 
materials, curriculum setup and teaching arrangement. Teaching materials are the medium of curriculum 
system. They include supplementary teaching materials including textbooks, reports on special topics, 
case studies. Curriculum setup is the core content of the curriculum system. It includes elements such as 
syllabus, teaching sequence, and teaching requirements. Teaching arrangement is the way to implement the 
curriculum system. It includes classroom teaching and e-learning methods etc. 

IV. System feedback: Evaluation system
The system is a closed loop. As the feedback channel, the evaluation system collects and assesses the 
conditions of all segments and elements in the system, gives back the evaluation conclusions to the input side 
or the process of the system’s operation and thereby adjusts the behavior of the standardization education 
system. The evaluation system includes activities such as assessment, judgment and certification. 

V. Impact factor: Role of stakeholders
The contribution from personnel and organization is indispensable in the system. In standardization education 
system, prospective employers select and employ standardization talents through market ways, the supervisory 
department of standardization offer guidance, create good internal and external environments for the establishment 
of standardization educational system, and build and provide good training system. Other concerned departments, 
such as educational department, human resources department, and the department in other concerned industries, 
play an active role in the education, certification, buildup and employment of personnel. 

VI. Mechanism of standardization education system
Mechanism refers to the process and method in which the organizations and parts in one functional system 
interact with each other. The mechanism in standardization education system consists of three parts: 
operation and support system, evaluation and certification system, and coordination and liaison system. 
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(I) Operation and support system

The operation of standardization education system is the process of using the combination of knowledge system, 
faculty system and curriculum system in the teaching system to choose from the channels of school education, 
vocational education and mass education to provide targeted educational activities for all kinds of recipients. 

Operation and support system is the process to optimize all elements in the educational system. It mainly 
includes the following works. 1). As the fundamental work of the teaching system, knowledge research resolves 
the question of “what” the standardization education teaches. 2). Faculty reserve resolves the question of 
“who” teaches. 3) Curriculum development resolves the question of “how” to teach. 4). The construction of 
platform and resolution the information communication, such as developing “online educational platform”, 
provides sufficient and accessible information to the system’s operation and development. 

In terms of educational methods, if, in school education, we develop the activities for construction of 
standardization academic subjects, push forward the construction of standardization academic degrees, 
and set up standardization curriculum, and if, in vocational education, we study, design and improve more 
targeted training goals and plans, promulgate and improve all kinds of management and work rules, study 
plans for vocational education, and push forward the development and implementation of training project, 
then we will improve the operation effect of the whole educational system. 

(II) Evaluation and certification system

Evaluation and certification system in the standardization education system refers to the process in which 
the supervisory department and concerned departments of standardization evaluate, certify and announce 
that the staff, educational system and team construction of standardization reach the pre-set goals. The 
operation of the evaluation and certification system helps the objects of cultivation and concerned organs 
to accurately understand the methods of the cultivation of standardization talents and the operation of the 
teaching system and clearly know the achievements of the objects of cultivation in the training system. 

Evaluation and certification system mainly includes three parts: Ability assessment and certification of staff 
in the industry, evaluation of the effect of educational items and curriculum certification, and the evaluation 
of team construction and feedback of effect. 

1. Ability assessment and certification of staff in the industry

Ability assessment refers to the process in which, under the guidance of the achievement of goals of the 
standardization education system, we study and explore the elements that constitute the professional ability 
of personnel for standardization, and based on the general methods for personnel evaluation, we evaluate 
whether the persons have the sufficient ability and aptitude to assume professional works through various 
methods such as test, examination and evaluation. If we manifest the outcome of the ability assessment 
in the format of certification, we provide reference indicators and technical tools for activities such as the 
appointment, training, promotion and development of the staff in the industry and even the strategic 
development of the talents for standardization work. 

2. Evaluation of the effect of educational items and curriculum certification

Evaluation of the effect of educational items refers to the activities of evaluation management and quality 
evaluation developed for specific training activities. It mainly includes the responsibilities and division of 
labor of all stakeholders who regulate and evaluate educational activities. By implementing good projects, 
we propose the method and measures for curriculum construction, and use certification as the method to 
foster the spread of relevant projects and curriculum. 

3. Evaluation of team construction and feedback of effect

Evaluation of team construction refers to the activities of evaluating the construction of the team for 
standardization. If we include the evaluation result into the activities of standardization through the effect 
feedback mechanism, we boost the incentives of organizations and persons towards standardization education. 

(III) Coordination and liaison system

The coordination and liaison system in the system of standardization education refers to the process in which 
elements in and out of the system and especially all the stakeholders interact, communicate and transform 
each other. Through the coordination and liaison system established under the guidance of the supervisory 
organ of standardization, we foster the cooperation between the stakeholders of standardization. 
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Graph 1 - Composition of Standardization education System 
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